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Abstract
In the present resca.rch project a. systematic study of the collision·induced in-
frared absorption (Cl.·\) spectra of the binary mixtures of H, - 0, in the region
'If the double fundl\menlal vibrations of H1 and D~I and H, - Ar in the funda-
mental hand of fill alld of pure HD in its fundamental and first overtone c..gions
was undertaken. The (~xperiment5 were carried out with a 2.0 m high· pressure
low.temperalure transmission.type absorption cell at 77, 20l and 296 K at total gas
densities up to 550 amagat. Infrared prism and grating spectrometers equipped with
a microprocessor-controlled stepping motor were used to record the spectra. All the
experimental results obtained represent lirst-time observations in collision-induced
absorption.
Collision-induced infrared absorption spectra of the double transitions of H](v =
I __ 0) and 01(U = 1 +- 0) have b:en observed at 77 and 201 K in the spectral
region 7000-8000 em-I for total '~as densities up to 550 amagat with a partial gas
density ratio of t:J of H~ and D1 . The observed spectra are interpreted in terms of
the transitions, Ql(J)of H1 +QI{J) of D1 , QI(J) of H] +S,(J) of D1, SI(J) of H~
... QI(J) of Df , and SI(J) of H2 + SI(J) of D2 for J=O and I for H, and J=O, I,
and 2 for D~. Analysis of the experimental absorption profiles was carried out using
appropriate lineshape functions. The absorption coefficients, lineshape parameters,
etc., are obtained from the analysis.
Collision-induced enhancement absorption spectra of the fundamental band of
H~ in H2 - AT mixtures were recorded at room temperature for a base density of 72
amagat of H2 for several partial densities of AT up to 440 amagat. Hexadecapole-
induced U transitions, UI(I). U1(2), QI(O) + Vo(I), and Ql(l) + Vo(l) have been
identified in the spectral region 5400-6200 em -I . .-\ ~clIge~ model hAS bl.'en proposed
to> account for the double transitions or HJ - II: in the HJ - Ar c'lIhancemt'lll
spectra. From the analysis ,)f the absorption profiles, the lineshapt' parnfl1ctt'rs ann
the absorption coefficients have been determined.
The collision-induced absorption spectrum or the first (wertnne hand "f 1/ U in
the pure gas was observed at 77 K for gas densitics up to 320 amaAat. In iulditioll ttl
the allowed Hansitions Pl(I), R2(O), and R1(1), the CIA transitions Ql(J) +Q..(J),
Q,(J) + Q,(J), Q,(J) T S,(J), S,(J) +Q,(J), Q,(J) t S,(J), S,(J) 'S,,(J),.,d
SI(J) + $\(J) ha\'e been observed. An analysis or the ()bserved absorption profiles
has been completed. It is found that the isotropic overlap induction mechanism
does not contribute to the intensity of the band and lhat negali..-e contribution 10
the intensity or the band comes from the mixed term (2v'3).Jle'J:pl·-(R -17)/Pul < ~
vJ I Q I v'J' >< vJ I Q I v'J' > (R/ao)-4. The fundamental band 'Jf liD hiUI
been investigated at 77 K for gas densities in the range 40-310 amagal. FQr Lhe
first time the collision-induced transitions of the type TI(I) +Qo(J), Q.(J) +To(I),
U1(O)+ Qo(J), Q.(J) +Uo(O), ~(O) +Qo(J), and Q.(J) t \-0(0) for 110 have been
identified. Here T, U, and V transitions correspond to t:ioJ:3, 4, and 5, respectively.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Collision-Induced Absorption in H2 and D2
Isolated homonuclear diatomic molecules such as hydrogen, deuterium, nitrogen, and
,)xygen in their ground electronic states do not have permanent static or oscillatory
electric dipole moments because of a center of symmetry of their charge configu-
ralion. Consequently they are inactive in vibrational and rotational electric dipole
absorption. However, these molecules in tneir pure state or in their mixtures with
other gases give rise to collision-induced absorption (CIA) as a result of tramien!
eleddc dipole moments induced in them by intermolecular interactions which are
operative during binary or higher-order collisions. Generally these induced dipoles
in a binary collision arise because of several factors which include the overlap or
the electron clouds of the colliding molecules and the quadrupolar, hexadecapolar,
and tetrahexadecapolar inductions resulting {rom the polarization of one molecule
by the corresponding multipole field o{ the other. The dipole moments thus induced
depend on the intermolecular separation as well as on the relative orientation and
internuclear separation of the individual molecules taking part in a collision. The in-
duced dipole moments interact with the eledromagnetic rndiatil\1\ and the c"lliding
molecules absorb the radiation in the 15pectral regiQns corn-slhmdin!t t<l tlwIr rt'la.
tlve translation, rotation-translation. and \·ibration-roli\.lion.lr,msliltilln. ~"rll1ally
forbidden transitions occur in the CIA spectra.
The phenomenon of CIA was discovered in compressed uxrgcn 'lnd nitr"KI'n hy
Crawford et al. (1949) in the regions of their fundamental h,1nds. hllhc SHmc Y"i\r
Welsh et al. (1949) identified the CIA spectra of ttle fundamental vihrational h'lIld <.'f
gaseous hydrogen. In the past forty-three ~-ears the CI ..... spedrn nf thl~ fundillnl~nl"ll
and overtone bands of H2 in lhe pure gas and its binary mixtures with in{'rl Kolses
and some simple gases such as N2 and O2 have been studied under 1\ vilricty f)f
experimental condi~ions in considerable detail. To a somewhat lesser e:dcnl Lhns.:
of the fundamental and fint overtone bands of D2 have also been sludied afLI~r the
fint study of the CIA spectra of the fundamental hand of D1 by Red,\y and ChI)
(1965).
1.2 Allowed Transitions in the Infrared Spectra
ofHD
Although the H D molecule, just as the H1 and D1 molecules, has no electric dip.)It:
moment in the equilibrium position in its ground electronic sLate, a wellk /Jscillating
electric dipole moment occurs in a molecular vibration because the displacement of
the proton in H IS larger than that of the deuteron in D Ilnd the negativ{' charge
center of the electrons lags behind the positive charge cenlt:r uf Lhe nllcH. An
allowed vibration-rotation spectrum "f H D due to this oscillating dipr>le mOlllent
was predicted by Wick (1935), and weak absorption of the:j.ll ,uld·l-lI vibration-
filiation hands was ~rst observed by Herzberg (1950). An experimental investigation
of the 1·0, 2.0, 3·0, and ·l·t) bands was made in detail by Durie and Herzberg
(1960). ~lcKei!ar (1973, 1974) made a quantitati\'e measurement of the intensity
of I:J dcctric dipole P (fj,) = -1) and R (!::J.J = +1) transitions of these {our
vibration· rotation bands including one electric quadrupole transition (!iJ =0, ±2).
Bejar and Gush (197-1) also measured the intensities of 5 electric dipole transitions
I)fthe 1-0 band olf HD.
The allowed pure rotational spectrum of HD was first measured by Trefler and
Gush (1968) and its dipole moment was determined from a measurement of the
integrated intensities of four R lines.
1.3 Collision-Induced Spectra of HD
McKellar (1973) observed the collision-induced fundamental band of HD in the
gaseous phase at 77 K. Crane and Gush (1966) studied the fundamental band of
HD in the solid phase. Holleman and Ewing (1966) studied the same band in HD
dissolved in liquid ..Ir and these authors (1967) also studied the pure rotational band
of II J dissolved in liquid Ar. The CIA spectra of tlte fundamental band of HD in
the pure gas at densities up to 50 amagat at 77, [96, and 298 K have been studied in
our laboratory by Reddy and Prasad (1977). From th.e profile analysis th.ese authors
separated the overlap contribution to th.e intensity of the band and determined th.e
,wcrlap parameters of the overlap induced dipole moment 1J"".,IGp, of HD. Prior to
the present work. the observed collision-induced transitions in H D correspond to
the selection rule !iJ=-2 (0 branch), 0 (Q branch), and +2 (5 branch).
1.4 Background Information on the Collision-Induced
Spectra
There has been !lreat inlerest in the study ol£ the spc!ctra of hy"drogen and ils ISO-
topomcrs beCAuse of several rca.sons which inclucle the rolluwing: molC'Cules such liS
H2 and HD are the simplest of all diatomic molecules; they can he treated morc
rigorously by theoretical calculations; the rotational components olf the bi\nds arc
somewhat separate in spite of the broad nature of their collision-induced spectra
because Qf their small moments of inertia; and 1/1 in pa.rl1cula.r is prescnt in large
quantities in the atmospheres of the major planets in the il)lar system ami in cer·
tain cool stellar atmospheres. The collision-induced absorption spettra of 111 il.rl:
important in the understanding of the processes involved and in verifying the relults
of theoretical calculations as well as in promoting new theoretical sludies. Welsh
(1972) hu given a. comprehensive review of the experimental work done prior to
1971 and Reddy (1985) has reviewed exhaustively the collision·induced vibrational
absorption of Hz, Oz, and HD in the gaseous phase. The reader is referred to these
two review articles and the theses of van Nostrand (1983). Gillard (1983), and Xiang
(1992), all from our laboratory for further information. Rich and McKellar (1976)
and Hunt and Poll (1986) have compiled comprehensive bibliographies no the sub·
ject of CIA. Van Kranendonk (1974), Poll (1980), And Birnbaum et al. (1982) have
reviewed the theoretical <Upech of CIA.
The so-called ~exponentilll·4~ model for the induced· dipole moment in il bi·
nary collision w<u first given by Van Kranendonk (l957, 19.~8). Poll and Van Kra-
nendonk (1961) And Poll and Hunt (1976) gave new expressions for the induced·
dipole moment ~,nJ, taking into account its angular dependence. On the basis of
th~ cxp0nential-·\ model, Il,nd consists of t\\·o aclditi\-e parts J.lov(R) arising from
the overlap of the decuon douds of the rolliding moLecuLes and ~q....d( R) result-
ing from the polarization of one molecule by the quadrupole field of the other, R
bl:ing the intermolecular separation. The isotropic (i.e., angle· independent) short-
range overlap-induced dipole moment J.l"..(R) generally gives rise to the broad Q..I1( J)
(!:IJ = 0) transitions. The quadrupole·induced dipole moment Ilq...J is dependent
,m the matrix dements of the quadrupole moment and the polaritability of the
colliding molecules. The isotropic component of the polarizabilityof a colliding
molecule contributes to the absorption intensity of the transitions 0 (~J = -2),
Q fuJ =0), and 5 (~J = +2). It gives rise to several double transitions of the
type O.J..(J.) + Qo(J]), Q~v(JI) +Qo(Jz), S,1,,(Jd +- Qu(JJ}, Q.l.(J1) + Q~"(Jz),
Q~.(JIl+S~v(Jl),and S.l.(Jd +Qa,,(J1 ). The subscripts a'll (= 'll· -v") represent
lhe change in the vibrationaL quantum number and ta.ke vaLues 0,1,2", ·,etc., and
subscripts I and 2 refer to moLecules I a.nd 2 in a. binary collision. The anisotropic
component of the poLarizability, on the other hand, contributes a small amount
to ~he transitions given above and to the double transitions S.J..(JI) + Sav(Jz).
[n a "singlen transition, onLy one molecule of the colliding pair makes a vibration
or a vibration· rotation transition while the other molecuLe makes an orientational
transition denoted by Qo{J) with no change in internal energy. In a "double" tran-
sition, both molecules of the colliding pair simultllneously absorb II single photon
and change their internal energies.
In addition to the components ~...(R) and f14uG41(R), the induced-dipole moment
consists of two more components f.llJ,u.. (R) and f1td ...-IIc%.( R). Of these two, IllJ,Ud( R)
re$uhs from the polarization of one molecule by the hexad~apole field of its ro!·
lision pa.rtner and Si\ocs risc to weaker transitions ghocn by J.J 0;. n, :t2, .t.!. The
transitions corresponding to :iJ = .. -I arc known as li lri\nsitinns. In the CI,\
spectra of the fundamental band of H" U transitions, ~rst .)bSCfWc! hr Gibbs d 0\1.
(1974), ha\oc b~n studied and analyzed by Reddy ct al. (19RIl). The /lr.r•• _,,~~.{II}
componenl comes from the polarization of a molecule by the tetra.hexi\dccarr"l(~
field of its collision partner. This gives rise to I·ery weak transitions corrcsfJOndill,q
to f:1J = 0, ':::2, ±4, and ±6. Okumura et a.l. (1989) reporled Lhe pUTe fotathmnl
transition (lto(J) corresponding to t:.J = +6 in solid II).
Although the isotropic overlap induction mechanism contributes considerahly to
the intensity of the fundamental bands of H1 (see, for example, Reddy d aI., 1971).
01 (see, ror example, Penney et aI., 1982), and H D (Reddy and Prasad. 197i), it
does not appea.r to contribute to the first overtone bands o( 111 (sec, ror example,
McKellar and Welsh, 1971; vall Nostrand, 1983; Vllrghescct al., 1987; and ~1cKellar,
1988) and D1 (Gillard, 1983).
De Rcmigis et aI. (1971) observed a decrease in the hair-width Qr the quadrupole.
induced transitions in the (undamental band of 112 in 111 - Ar mixtUre! ror ga.s rlcn-
sities above 300 amagat. Zaidi and Van Kranendonk (1971) explainerl the pressure·
narrowing in terms o( a diffusional effect in which the linewidth is proportional 10
the diffusion constant and thus its decrease i. roughly proportional t'l the density "r
the gas mixture. Subsequently, Mactaggart el al. (1973) studied this effect in the
fundamental band of 112 in H1 - Ar, 111 - Kr, and H1 - X e. It is shown by Lewis
and Tjon (1978) that the simple explanation given by Zaidi and Van Kranendrmk
for the narrowing of the lines is sometimes inapplicable.
1.5 The Present Work
PrinT to the present work, nl) clenr studies of the collision-inducen '.. ibraliUOdI ~peclra
,)f the double transitions of the H~ - 0 1 mixtures have b~en reported. Although U
(~I=·l) transitions in the pure hydrogen in its fundllmenta\ band halle been rrported
earlier, Ilt') such transitions have ret been reported in the enhancement absorption
spectra of H2 with inert gases. Considerable experimental data is available on the
CIA spectra uf the first overtone bands of H 2 and O 2 • Howc\'cr, no experiments
have been carried out on the Cl.-\ speetTI!. of H 0 in its first Q\'crlone region. The
only collision-induced transitions reponed in the fundamental band of HD are of
the 0, Q, and S type corresponding to I1J=-2, II, and +2. However, just as one
observes U (tiJ.:: +4) and IV (j.J= +6) hansi tions in H1 , transitions corresponding
to!!:.J =3 (T transition),'\' (U transition), and 5 (1/ transition) are expected to occur
in the collision·induced spectra of HOunder suitable experimental conditions.
rt is the aim of the present research project to make a systematic study of the
previously unexplored asp~ls of CIA spectra of the binary mixtures H2 - DJ and
If, - .-Ir and of pure HD in its fundamental and first overtone regions. A summary
of the ....-ork "'.one is briefly described in the following paragraphs:
Although the H2 gas is reasonably inexpensive, the D} gas is expensive and the
If D gas is more expensil'e. The atmospheric water ~'ll.por has considerable absorp-
tion in the spectral regions of interest. The experiments were carried out carefully
with a 2.0 m high-pressure low.temperature transmission-type absorption cell at 77,
201, and 296 K at gas densities up to 550 amagat. Spectrometers equipped with
both prism and gratings as well as microprocessor.controlled stepping motor were
used. Background water vapor absorption was rcmo\'ed by Rushing the entire pa.th ,j[
the radiation with dc}' nitrogen gas continuollsly. The ,1pp.lr<UIU and c:<pcrilflf'nlal
procedure are described in Chapter 2.
The theoretical aspects including models lISCll for th~ (o!lisiOJlI·ilLdUCt·d absotll'
tion processes and Iineshape functions used in the prolile an.llysis of the 'lbsen'l~l
spectra are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Collision·induced infrared absorption spectra of the double transitions Ilf lI!t II 0
I ..... 0) and O!(tI = I +-- 0) have been observed at 77 and 201 K for the first time in
the spectral region 7000-8000 em-I for tolal gas densities up to 55n atnllgat with
partial gM density ratio of I: I of H1 and OJ. The I'Ibserved 5pectra Me interpreted in
terms or the transitions, QI(J) of H1 + QI(J) of D1, QI(J) of H1 I· SI(J)of OJ Mid
St(J) of H 2 +QI(J)ofD2 forJ=Oand \ for H2 and )=0, l,and2for D2 • l'\oalysi5
or the experimental absorption profiles was carried out using appropriate lineshape
functions, The absorption coefficients, lineshape parameters, etc., are obtained froUl
the analysis, The detaib of all these are described in Chapter 4.
Collision-induced enhancement abrorption spectra of the fundamental band of
H2 in f{2 - At mixtures were recorded at room temperature for a base density of 72
amagat of H2 for several partial densities of Ar lip to 440 arnngat. Hexadc:capolc.
induced U transitions, Ut(t), Ut(2), QI(O) + Uo(l), and QI(I) +Uo(l) have been
identified in the spectral region 5400-6200 em -I. A"cage~ mouel hns been pTOp..-..sed
to account for the double transitions of 1/2 - H2 in the 1/1 - Ar enhancement spec,
tra. From the analysis of the absorption profiles, the lineshape parameters and the
absorption coefficients have been determined. Chapter 5 presents the experimental
enhancement absorption profiles and the results or the analysis.
The collision· induced absorption spectrum of the first overtone band of HD in
the Illue gas w.n uhserved at 77 K for gas densities up to 320 amagat. In addition to
the allowed transitions P!(l), R~(O), ~nd R1(1), the CIA transitions Q~(J) +Qo(J),
Q,(J) f Q,(J), Q,(J) - S.,(J), S,(J) + Q,(J), Q,(J).,. S,(J), S,(J) + S,(J), and
HI{J) ... 51(J) have been observed. An anaJrsis of the obsen'ed absorption profiles
has heen cf)fnpleted, It is found that isotropic overlap induction mechanism does
nlJt cQntrihut~ to the intensity of the hand and that negative contribution to the
intensity of the band comes from the mixed term (2V3A31t:tP!-{R - u)Jp311x <
vJ I 0 I v'J' >< vJ ( Q I v'j' > (R/aJ)-4 (for definitions of the symbol used
here the reader is referred to Chapter 3), The results of this \\'ork are presented in
Chapter 6.
The fundamental band of H D has been investigated at 77 K for gas densities in
the range 40-310 ilmagat. For the first time the collision-induced transitions of the
QI(J)+VO(O) for HD have been identified. Here T, U, and ,/ transitions correspond
to t::.J =3,4, and S, respectively. These results are presented in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Apparatus and Experimental
Techniques
Collision-induced infrared absorption spedra of the binary mixtur..." ,)f hYllwgcn
with deuterium and argon and of the pure hydrogen deuteridc gas were T«orded I\l
different temperatures in the range 77 to 298 K. The absorption ce1ll1sed in thi,
work was a 2 Tn high- pressure, low-temperature Itainleu sleel cell. A descripli.lO
of the apparatus &lid the experimental tedJniques will be presented in this ch",pler.
2.1 The 2 n) Absorption Cell
The 2 m transmission-type absorption cell was originally designed for .)hscrvations
at room temperature (Reddy and Kuo, 1971) and later modified for work al l"w
temperatures (Cha.ng, 1974, Prasad, 1976). In the early stages of the present WInk
a further modification was made to the cell which improved its performance al low
temperatures. A schematic diagram of one cross-section or the celt IS shown in Fig.
2,1. The absorption tube T was made from type aU3 stainlen steel tube, 2 m long,
7.62 em in outer diameter and 2.54 em central bore. The polished light guide L,
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made in fi~'e sections from stainless steel, has a reclilngu],1T aperture oJf 1.00 em. "-
0.50 em. :\ synthetic sapphire window WI, 2.54 em in diameter and l.l111 em thick,
was attached to the polished stainless steel window scat S, h;wing 1\ circular ,1pcrtlLrc
of 1.00 em, with General Electric Silicone Sealant. The in\'ar O-ring Rl WilS plncl·,1
between the window seat and the absorption cell. The retaining stainless stt~e1 clul
piece P was tightened against the cell body by means oJf eight Allen·head bolts to
secure a pressure· tight seal. The gas inlet 1 consists of a slainless steel capillary
tube, 0.64 cm in diameter, which was connected to the cell body by means of a 1.27
em Aminco fitting M.
A 1.50 em long stainless steel nut :-.i, 7.62 em in internal diameter, was threaded
onto the end of the cell and welded to it. A stainle~s-steel flange F I and a stainless
steel bellows B\> LO.16 em in diameter, was welded to the stainless steel mile. The
outer jacket end piece consisted mainly of flanges F1 and FJ and bellows [)1' 16.51
em in diameter, all of stainless steel. These two bellows allow for relative expansion
and contraction of the absorption cell and the vacuum jacket V. A neoprene O·
ring R1 between F1 and FJ provides the vacuum seal. Chamber C was filled with
the coolant (liquid nitrogen or dry ice.ethyl alcohol nlixture) (or I,)w temperntUTll
experiments. Flange F I , an aluminum end cap A, and a Delrin cnd cap D form 11
vacuum chamber LO.O em long and 10.5 em in diameter. A vacuum.~igh~ seal wn~
provided by the silicone rubber O·ring R3 between the flange FI and the aluminum
end cap A and a neoprene O.ring R4 between the aluminum end cap A and the
Delrin elid cap D. A sapphire window W~, 0.30 em thick and 5.08 em in diameter,
was sealed to the Delrin end cap with a neoprene D-ring Rs between them. The
vacuum chamber prevents (rosting on the cell window WI' Heating tape H wound
l2
afound the aluminum end cap A pn:venh freezing of the O-rings RJ and R•.
2.2 The Optical System
The <lptical system used in the experiments is schematically shown in F'ig. 2.2.
The lip;ht source L is a 60U W General Electric FFJ Quartz)ine lamp housed in a
W,ller·cooled brass ja<:kel. The lamp was operated at a ....oltage of 90 V controlled
hya Variac autotransformer connected to an AC ....oltage regulator. Radiation from
the light source was focused onlo the entrance window of the cell by a front coated
concalle ~pherical mirror MI' Radiation which paJsed. through the absorption cell
was focused by Mother spherical mirror ~h onlo the entrance slit of the spectrometer
s.
Two ditferent spectrometers .....ere IIsed for the present work. For the H1-Ar
mixture experiments, a Perkin·Elmer model 112 double pass prism spectrometer
was used. For the rest of the experiments, a Perkin-Elmer model1l2G double-pass
grating spectrometer was used. The model 112 prism spectrometer is equipped with
a lithium fluoride (LiF) prism. Two different gratings were used for the grating
spectrometer depending on the spectral region of interest. One grating blazed at
J.O jLm at an angle of 26"-15' has 300 grooves/mm. The other grating blazed at 1.2
~m at an angle of 10"25' has also 300 grooves/mm. Both the spectrometers were
equipped with an uncooled lead sulphide (PbS) detector and a 260 Hz tuning-fork
chopper whi<:h chopped the focused radiation after the first pass in the spectrometer.
The linear response of the PbS detector with the intensity of the incident radiation
was satisfi\ctorily tested by earlier researchers in this laboratory.
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2.3 Microprocessor-Controlled DC Stepping Mo-
tor
t\ model ),(1)91 • F'D 03 de stepping motor supplied by Superior Electric Company,
Connf'.cticut, U.s.A. was used to drive the wavenumber drum of the spectrometer
for the HJ.Ar mixture experiments. It can be used in full step mode of L.8" step
angle or half step mode of 0.90 step angle. A 2:1 gear system wu inserted between
the stepping mOlor and the wavenumber drum. The stepping motor was operated in
the half step mode and the wavenumber drum was rotated at a speed corresponding
to a step angle of 0.45". The pulses for driving the stepping motor were generated
by an Intel 8255 parallel peripheral interface (PPI) controlled by a microprocessor.
The stepping-motor control circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 2.3 and Pig. 2.4.
Pulses generated by the PPI were first fed into a Schmitt trigger (74LSU) for pulse
shaping and then into a 4-bit up/down binary counter (74LSI91). The outpul from
this counter was then decoded by a decimal decoder (HLS42). Two 3-input NAND
gates (74LSto) and four optical isolators (4N25) were placed between lhe decoder
and the power amplifier circuit as shown in F'ig. 2.4. The electrical grounds of the
stepping motor and the microcomputer were separated by the use of the optical
isolators. The signal noise was reduced to a minimum by the use of the optical
isolators. The full-step or half.step mode of the stepping motor was selected by the
switch between the counter and the de<:oder. The dire<:tion of rotation of the motor
was controlled by the up/down input of the counter.
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Fiswe 2.3: Th. lteppiq: motor control circuit diagrun: clk· clock input, ujd •
up/dffWU input or the COW1\er, 51 to 54 - output. (input. to Fi&_ 2.4).
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Fipre 2.4: The .tcppi.ag motor control circuit di_grun: 51 to S. - the: input. (rom
FiC. 2.3, D1 - diode (lNM02), T1 • traIl.i,tor (ECG123A), T3 • tran.i.lor (2N3055),
R • rSltor (10 kO).
2.4 The Signal Detection System
F'igure. 2.5 shows 11. block diagram of the signal detection ami recording ~ystcl1l IlSf'r!
in the present experiments. The radiation transmilted hy the ah~nrplk>n cdl \\'a~
focused on the entrance slit of the spectrometer. It w,u then dispersed by cith~'T
11. prism or a grating. This radiation focused after the first pass WitS chopped by 1\
260 Hz tuning fork chopper and was then reflected back to the dispersing 1,lclllcnl ,
and was finally focused on the exit s!it of the spectrometer. The radiation IV,U tlwil
focused on a PbS detector by a paraboloid mirror. The detector gave risc In illl
output signal proportional to the intensity of the radiation falling on it. This signal
was first amplified by 11. Brower Laboratories model 26l pTCi\mplifier ;lIId then hy
a Brower model LI·I00 lock·in voltmeter. A 260 Hz signal from the power supply
for tht tuning fork chopper was sent to the lock·in voltmeter where it was matched
only with the chopped radiation, thus discarding the un chopped first· pass radiation.
The ac signal was full· wave rectified and the random noise was reduced with all. RC
filter. As the de signal leaving the lock·in voltmeter wu in the range 0 to 10 v,)lts
while the acceptable range of the analog. to-digital converter (ADC) was only I) to
2 volts, a model DV·412 decade divider supplied by Eledro·Mtasurcrncntlnc. was
used to attenuate the signal. This attenuated dc signal was then fed to l\ ;1711 ADC
controlled by the microprocessor and then to a Hewlett Packard model 7132A strip
chart recorder.
A block diagram of the microprocessor-controlled data· acquisition system is
shown in Fig. 2.6. This system was originally designed by Cillard (1983) and
was modified in the present work to accommodate a stepping motor conlrt>l unit.
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Fiprc 2.5: A block diaaram. of the .isnal detection and recording .yltem.
!l
signal From
Decade Divider
[see Fig. 5)
Fisure 2.6: A block diacr&m or the microproceuorocontrolled data Kquililioc. IYS-
.....
The microcomputer is based on the Intel 8085 micro-processor and ",,oM supplied in
kit form by Netronics R&D Ltd. It incorporates a standard 5-100 microcomputer
bus and an interpreter for the BASIC language. The Intel 8255 PPI has three indi-
vidually programmable input/output ports and was used to control the operation of
the ADC, stepping motor control unit, and the optical switches. The [ntel 8253 is a
programmable counter/timer chip which provides the critical timing signals for the
data acquisition system and counts the number of pulses in a given trace. The .-\DC
converh the input de signal into a 4 digit decimal number in the range 0 - 3999.
The microcomputer reads the data from the ADC and sends the result to the main
computer. The optical switches assist the positioning of the wavenumber drum of
the monochromator. For a detailed description of the data acquisition system the
reader is referred to Gillard (1983).
2.5 The Gas-Handling System
The high-pressure gas-handling system used in the present work is shown schemat-
ica.lly in Fig. 2.7. Thermal compressors T" T 2 , and T 3 were made from stainless
steel. Gas pressure can be raised to about 15,000 psi from 1,500 psi by cooling the
gas with liquid nitrogen and warming it up in these compressors repeatedly. Cas
from a cylinder was first allowed to enter a copper coil which was immersed in liquid
nitrogen. This copper coil kept at 77 K acted as a trap (or the impurities such a$
water vapour and CO2 , etc., in the gas. The purified gas from the cold trap was
then admitted into the thermal compressors for developing high pressures and fi·
nally to the absorption cell. In Fig. 2.7,0 10 O2 , and G3 were Ashcroft·type Bourdon
tube pressure gauges manufactured by Dresser Industries Inc. They were calibrated
2l
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against test gauges, which in turn were calibrated against an Ashcroft dead-weight
pressure balance having an accuracy of 0.1%. Gauges GI , G2, and OJ were usually
in the ranges I) - 20,000 psi, 0- 5,000 psi, and 0- 1,000 psi, respectively. All fittings
in the system except those of the coppe.r coil and the gas cylinders were Aminca
stainless sleel high-pressure fittings rated for pressures up to 60,000 psi. E:xcept
for the section containing the copper tubing, the assembled system was tested for
pressures up to 15,000 psi.
The uHra high purity grade hydrogen, C.P. grade deuterium and ultra high
puri~y grade argon used in the experiments were supplied by )'latheson Cas Products
Canada. The hydrogen deuteride (H D) gas was supplied by Merck, Sharp & Dohme
Isotopes. There is a small amount of H2 impurity in HD and this has been taken into
account in the analysis of the data. At high pressures the argon gas showed small
absorption in the spectral region around 5700 em-I. Hence in the experiments on
the fundamental band of H2 in H2-Ar mixtures, the absorption due to the impurities
in the argon gas was subtracted from the observed enhancement absorption profiles.
2.6 Removal of Water Vapor from the Optical
Path
'The atmospheric water vapor has strong absorption in the spectral regions 3500 -
;]900 em-I and 5200 - 5500 em-I. It was therefore necessary to remove the atmo-
spheric water vapor from the optical path of the radiation from the source to the
detector. The source and the spherical mirror "-'I were enclosed in a Plexiglas box
which was sealed to one end cap of the absorption cell with a rubber tube, and the
monochromalor and the spherical mirror l\oh were placed in another Plexiglas box
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which was sealed to the other end cap of the absorption cell (ace Fig. 2.'.!). Bolh
boxes were airtight and equipped with side windows titted with neoprene glo\'l)s 50
that the monochromator and the mirror could be acljustcd without breaking lhe
airtight seal. The system was flushed continuously with clry nitrogen gils produced
by evaporating liquid nitrogen in a 200 litre dewar with a ~milll electric heater (,l
100 fl, 25 W resistor worked satisfactorily). The outlets of the two Plexiglas u"xe~
were fitted with one-way vah'es to prevent any outside air from entering the b,lXC~.
Initially it took about four to five days of continuous Rushing with dry nitrogen to
reduce the water vapor absorption to a negligible and stable level. ~'lushil1g with
dry nitrogen was continued during the entire experiment.
2.7 Isothermal Data and Density Calculation
The density of a gas is expressed in units of amagat, which is the ratio of the uensity
of the gas at a given temperature and pressure to the density of an ideal gas at the
standard temperature and pressure (S.T.P.). If the density of the gas is p amagat,
then pno represents the number of gas molecules per cm l , no being the LQ~chmidt's
number (number density of an :Jeal gas at S.T.P =2.687>< IOl9cm 4 J).
The isotherma.l data required to calcuJ~te densities of hydrogen at various tem-
peratures were obtained by linear interpolati.:>n and by a nonlinear least·squares fit
of the PVT data tabulated by McCarty et a!. (198l). The pressure.density data
of deuterium were derived from the corresponding data of hydrogen by using a pro-
cedure outlined by Woolley et 11.1. (t948). The pressure.density data for HD at II.
given temperature were obtained from the isothermal data {or H2 ann O2 at the
same temperature by direct interpolation (i.e., by taking the average). The densi-
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tics <)f argon were <)btained by nonlinear least-squares fit of the PVT data given by
Michc1set al. P949; [958).
In Lhe experiments of the H2-D2 mixtures, the partial densities of H2 and D2
were kept equal for all individual binary mixtures of H2 and D 2• The procedure
of calculating the partial pressures of H2 and D~ for the desired partial densities is
described below. In a binary mixture of gases a and b, if the first gas admitted to
the cell is gas a at density P4! the partial density P6 of gas b can be determined from
the approximate formula (Reddy and Cho, 1965)
(2.1)
where (P4)P and (P6)P are the densities of the pure gases at the total pressure P
uf the mixture, and {3' = pl./PO! Pi, being tne approximate partial density of the
gas b obtained from the known isothermal data at the given partial pressure Pb•
The partial pressure Po of gas a (or the first density PI (=P4 = P6) of the binary
mixture was obtained directly from the isothermal data ,f gas a. To find the partial
pressure P6 of gas b and the tota.! pressure P (=P4 =Pb) fl!r the mixture such that
Pb = PG = PI, a value Pb was assumed which was obtained from the isothermal data
of gas b corresponding to the density P6 (=Pl) of the pure gas b. Then P ::::; Po + P6
and Eq.(2.l) was used to calculate the actual P6 in the mixture. If the actual value
of P6 was: lower (or higher) than the desired value Ph then a new higher (or lower)
value of partial pressure p" was assumed and the procedure was repeated until the
actual partial density P6 was equal to the desired value PI' To raise the density of
the mixture to P2(a) +pJ(b), two steps wcre followed. The first step was: to raise
the density of ga~ b to P2 while the densily of gas a was kcpt at PI. The above
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Table 2.1: The total pressures P for the binary mixlurc50f H2-01 for variolls partial
densities of H2 and O2 at i7 K and 2lH K.
17K
Partial Density Total Pressure
(amagat) (atmosphere)
1f2 D2
100 0 27.3
100 100 53.3
100 125 60.1
125 [25 61.2
[50 L25 lt5
150 150 81.8
150 L75 89.4
175 175 97.8
200 L75 106.6
200 200 115.3
200 225 124.8
225 225 135.9
250 225 147.6
250 250 159.0
250 275 172.1
275 275 188.7
2111 K
Partial Density Total Pressure
(amagat) (atmosph~re)
H2 D2
150 n 120,5
LSD 150 :no.1
150 165 287A
L65 165 31l5.6
L80 165 324.1
180 180 342.7
180 195 362.2
195 195 382.8
210 195 -103.8
210 210 421.7
210 225 446.7
225 225 0170.5
240 225 ,194.4
240 240 517.9
240 255 543.0
255 255 570.6
described procedure was performed for this step such that P. = PI and Pb '= P2-
The second step was to raise the density of gas a from PI to Pl' This procedure wns
repeated by interchanging gas~~ 3 and b. Table 2.1 lists the total pressure P for the
binary mixture of Hl-D~ for variouil densities at 77 K and 201 K. The procedure
described. here made it possih!e to conserve the experimental gases H~ and 01' This
is particularly valuable in the case of the D~ gas as it is very expensive.
ror each of the H2 - Ar mixture experiments, only one base pressure of HJ and
a number of partial pressures of Ar were used. The base den5ity of H2 was directly
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obtained rmm the isothermal data of H2• The partial densities of Ar in the mi:dures
were 0btained fmm the isothermal data of Ar and Eq. (2.1).
2.8 Calibration of the Spectral Region and Cal-
culation of the Absorption Coefficients
The spectral rrgion which covers the absorption of the fundamental bands of H2
<lnd H D, the d0uble vibrational transitions of H1 - D1 , and the first overtone band
Qf IfD ranges from 3000 to 8200 em-I. This region was calibrated with mercury
~mission lines (Zaidel et al. 1970) from a General Electric model H100A4/T mercury
lamp and the absorption peaks of the atmospheric water vapor (Humphreys, 1953
and Plyler et aI., 1955). For each specific spectral region of interest, a polynomial
least-squares lit of the standard wavenumbers against position on the recorder chart
was performed. For the prism spectrometer in which a stepping motor was used, the
wavenumber v was expressed in terms of the pulse number Jl of the stepping motor as
v =aO+oln.+01Jl2 +oJnJ+04Jl4. In fact, the pulse number n is directly proportional
to the chart position d (the distance on the chart from a seleded reference mercury
emission line). For the graHng spectrometer, two different polynomials were used
in the calibration of the spectral regions of interest. For the grating blazed at 1.2
11m, the chart position d was expressed in terms of a polynomial of the reciprocal
of the wavenumber v as d = 00 +0,v- 1 + 01V-2 +oJ/I-J +04/1-". For the grating
blazed at 3.0 pm, the wavenumber /I was expressed in terms of the polynomial
v = llu + Old +01tf1 +oldJ +04d4. In both polynomials d is the chart position from a
reference line. A calibration chart of positions of wavenumber at to em-I intervals
in each case was then made using the coefficients of the polynomial.
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The absorption coefficient o(v) is given by
(2.2)
where 10(v) and /(v) are the intensities of radiation at wavenumber II lrllmmiHt~1
by the evacuated cell and the cell filled with the experimental gas, respectively, and
I is the sample path length.
In the enhancement absorption of ga~ a (e.g., H,) due to the presence of a foreign
gas b (e.g., A.r), the enhancement absorption coefficient 01.,,(11) is given by
<'.3)
where 11(v) and [,(vI are the intensities of radiation at wavenumber II transmitted
by the cell filled with gas a and with a mixture of gases a and h, respectively. In
the case of the chart recorder used with the grating spectrometer, the quantity
I081o{Io(v)//(II)1 or 10810[11(v)/17(1I)1 was measured using a standard logarithmic
lcale by superimposing on the chart r«order trace the calibration chart wi~h lines
at intervals of 10 em-I. In the case of the microprocessor-controlled stepping motor
used wi~h the prism spectrometer, the inten5i~ies10(/1),1(/1),11(/1), and 12(11) stured
in the main computer (see Section 2.4) were used to calculate IO~lo[Io(II)/I(II)1or
10&10[11(1I){12(1I)1. The integrated absorp~ion coefficient of the band JQ(v)dll or
Jo.,,(II)dll was then obtained from measurement of the area under the experimental
profile of I08lol/o(II){/(v)1 VS. vor loglo[lt(vl/11(1I)] VI. II.
Chapter 3
Theoretical Aspects
3.1 Absorption Coefficients in the Collision-Induced
Absorption Spectra
The absorption coefficient o{i') at a given wavenumber" (in em-I) of an absorbing
gas at densit.y P.. is expressed in terms of the intensities 10 (11') and /(1') and the
sample path length I (lee Section 2.8 for definitions or 10(,,) and /(1')) as
(3.1)
(3.2)
Fllr a binary mixture of gues of species It at density p. and spedes b at density P.,
the enhancement. absorption coefficient Q ... (II) is expressed in terms of 11(11), 12{v),
(see also Section 2.8) and 1as
o~(,) = (1/1)1"1/.(,)/1'(')1.
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(3.3)
(3.4)
In the literature on CIA, related absorption coefficients a(lI) := 0(11)/11, and
a~n(II):= O~.. (II)/II are also Ilsed (see for example, Reddy, 1985). The integrated /lb-
sorption coefficient Ja(lI)dll of a single line or a band is more theoretically tractable
than the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient 0(11). The integrated absorp_
tion coefficient can be conveniently expressed as a power series in densities (expresser!
in amagat units). Thus for the pure gas
Ja(v)dll =OlaP~ + O'aP~ +
and for a binary mixture of type H, - X where X is an inert gas,
(3.5)
('.6)
The quantities ala and au (in cm-'amagat-') Ate the binary absorption coefficients
and 02.. and Q,. (in cm-'amagat- 3 ) are the ternary absorption coefficients. Anal-
ogous quantities at.. and alb (in cm6s- I), and ala and au (in cm'Js-I) are deAned
from the following equations:
(3.7)
and
('.8)
where c is the speed of light and no is the Loschmidt's number. The new binary
and ternary absorption coefficients ala (and alb) and a2a (and a'b) are related to
the previous coefficients by the following relations:
al.. (c/n~)QI .. I;;
alb (cln~)o.lbl;;
a,.. (c/n~)Q, .. /;;
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('.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
where the band center v is given by
(3.13)
(3.14)
However, for a mixture of two absorbing gases such as Hz +0" we can express the
integrated absorption coefficient as
(3.15)
[n a. special case where the partial densities of the two gases in a mixture arc equal,
i.e., P.. = Ph =P, Eq.(3.15) simplifies to
(3.16)
where 011 is the binary absorption coefficient a.nd aZ..b and O:d2~ are the ternary
absorption coefficients.
3.2 Collision-Induced Vibration-Rotation Bands
(a) Theoretical Expressions for the Expansion Coefficients in Collision~
Induced Absorption
The theory of the integrated absorption coefficients for collision·induced vibration-
rotation bands has been developed '.;y Van Kranenrlonk (1951 a,b; 1957, 1958, 1959)
who introduced the "exponential-4" model for the induced dipole moment IJ in a.
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collision pair of molecules. In this model, I-l contains ~wo ~erms, one representing
the short· range electron overlap induced dipole moment which decreases exponen-
tially with the intermolecular separation H, and ~he s-:cond term representing the
long-range quadrupole induced dipole moment which varies as R-~. Poll and Vall
Kranendonk (L961) cll:preued the spherical componen~s of the induced dipole mo·
ment in terms of the expansion coefficients A'(..\1..\2At; R). Here the coefficient!! .-I
are independent of the coordinate system and give an invariant classification of the
induction effects in ~erms of the parameters ..\10..\2, A, and L. Further expressions
for the integrated binary absorption coefficients have been given by Poll (!971) and
Karl et al. (19·{5). Subsequently Poll and Hunt (1976) and Hunt and Poll (\978)
introduced the matrix elements 8"(..\1..\2£.; 'R) (also called the coefficients BJ which
are related to the expansion coefficient! A (see Eq. 3.19 in thischapter). Meyeret al.
(1989) obtained theoretical expressions for the induced dipole moment in an 111 - H2
collision pair by treating the pair as a single supermolecule in self·consistent-fjeld
and size-consistent, coupled electron pair approximations. rrom the induced dipole
moments these authors have calculated the induced absorption spectra arising (rom
the binary collisions for the rotation·translation and the fundamental band uf H 2
using the vibrationally averaged isotropic potential from 4bini~io calculations. [n
a review article, Reddy (1985) summarized the theoretical aspects or the collision-
induced vibrational bands. A brief account of the essentials of the theory is presented
in the following paragraphs.
When two molecules 1 and 2 collide with each other, the in~ermoletula.r inlerac·
tion induces an electric dipole moment ii. This dipole moment is a (unction of the
separation of the centers of mass of the molecule" R( R, 0), and the internuclear
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sepl.tatiolU &l1d orientations, rl(rltw,,} and r,(r,,""J), with respect to a space fixed
coordinate Iyltem. A spheriuJ componentll.. of the induced dipole moment ji in a
pair of diatomic molecul~ (e.g., Ht·H,) can be expanded. &.I a sum of components,
each with a definiteangulu dependence (Polland Van Kranendonk, 1961j Poll and
Hunt, 1976),
(411")J/t ,~A,E.eAAP.IAIC;rlr2R)~CPl'\tAi" - At -Il,Il)
xC(A.Cl; v - At, .M)YA" .._M_~{Wl)YAlI.(W,)Y.eM(n). (3.17)
Here the coefficient A... P.l'\2C;rlr2R) describes the rl,r2, R dependence of a par-
ticular component of the dipole moment characteri2cd by the angular dependence
~lt'\J' 1\, t. Also the following five relations must hold: (i) AI +'\2 + L. is odd,
(ii) A1> ~1, &rid L. satil(Y the triangle relations 6.(~IA,A) and 6.{AC1)(RO$e, 1957);
(iii) A.\ are real for all valu~ of ~ and L.; (iv) for homonuclear diatomic molecules
only even ,\'s occur, thus (. it odd (rom relation (i)j (y) for two identical diatomic
molecules, Aj,(,),I'\J(.jrlrtR) == (_l)A\+'A.-AtlA,,(.\tAIL:; rJrIR). Tbe quantities
C(Al,\2A; .. - M - p,~) and C(A!ljll - M,M) arc Clebsch·Gordan coefficients
and Y·.s arc Ipherical harmonica (see Rose, 1957).
In the cue of the induced fundamental band ariling from collisions between
molecules I and 2, we are interested in the vibrationlll·rotational matrix elements
o( the induced dipole moment operator. These matrix elements are
< til = O,tl2 '" 0,J,mIJ1m2 I J.l~ IVl = l,v2 = O,J;m;J;m; >
~ L LB,p,'\,£;R)C('\,'\,A;v-M-",")C(A£l;,-M,M)
3 AIA,ACM
x < JIm, I Al/l - M - IJI J;m; > < JJm, I ~J~ I J;m; > YCIof({l} , {3.18}
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where
is the matrix element of .4. ... (..\,,\,£:; r,r,R) between the 0 and t vibrational states
of molecule L A similar expression is \'alid if we interchange subscripts 1 and 2.
We represent the matrix element 8 ...('\I'\,C; R) in the concise form 8c..\(R) where
C takes odd values as A takes even values for H,·H, collisions (see Poll et al., 1976).
An approximate model for the B matrix elementl in terms of eao units (e:electronic
charge; ao:first Bohr radius) are represented by the following ey.presaions:
B,o(R)/eao ~,oea;p[-(R - u)/Plol
B12(R)/eao ~12e%p[-(R-0')/PI2I
(3.20)
(3.2L)
~J2e%p{-(R - 0')/PJ2j
+V3 <vJ I Q I v'J' >< vJ I Q I v'J' > (R/ao)-· (3.22)
where Bto(R) is the isotropic overlap component of the radial part of the induced
dipole moment and contributes to the intensity of the Q branch, B1,(R) is the
L:=-l anisotropic overlap component, and B J2(R) is the C=3 anisotropic overlap
and anisotropic quadrupolar component. Both B1,(R) and BJl(R) contribute in
principle to the intensity of the 0, Q, and S branches. The intensity is proportional
to the square of Ba,(R). Thus the intensity arising from the [BJ1 (R)/el1llI 2 term
comprises the sum of three terms as given below:
[BJ,(R)/eaol' ;; ~~,e:t:pl-2(R - O')IPnl
+3 < vJ I Q Iv'J' >'< vJ I Q Iv'J' >'(Rlaofl
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+2\/i),ne~p[-{R - q)/Pnl
x < vJ la Iv'l:>< vJIQ Iv'j > (R/ao)-4. (3.23)
(b) The Owrlap Binary Absorption Coefficient
For the fundamentallnnd, the overlap binary ab$Orption coefficient can be ex-
pressed as
where go(R) is the low density limit of th.e pair diatribution funtion, and Bo(ool; R)
il IUsumed to have the form
8,(001; R) = ',k,oz,[-(R - .)/p[ . (3.25)
Here (7 is the intermolecular separation corresponding to zero intermolecular poten-
tial (i.e., V(R) IRu= 0),,), and Pare pararneten representing the magnitude and
r~nge. relpectivel1, of the dipole transition mornenL,~nd k l is the I .... 0 tranlition
element of the internuclur separation T "ith resp«t to its equilibrium value TO.
The quantity k1 i. represented by
1:1 =< V = 0 I T - ro I v' = 1 >
By substituting Eqs. (3.25) and (3.2ti) in Eq. (3.24), 01_ can be written IS
(3.26)
(3.28)
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(3.29)
and has the dimensions of the binary absorption coefficient, cm6 .'1- I , and
is a dimensionless temperature-dependent integral represen~ing the average R·rlepcnrlencc
of 8 0 (001; R)1. The reduced quantity z is defined as Rill. The classical value 1../ of
the integral/can be calculated from Eq. (3.30) by using the low density limit of
the clauical pair distribution function,
(3.31)
where V'(x) =V(j;:)le and T' =kT/t are the reduced quantities, £ being the depth
of the potential well in the Lennard-Jones (L-J) inlermolecular potential,
(3.32)
One must note that the L-J potential is a rough approximation lo the true inter-
molecular potenlial. At high temperatures, the integral I can be approximated by
its clauical value Id.. At intermediate temperatures, quantum effects should be
included and / can be expressed as (Van Kranendonk, 1958),
(3.33)
where A' = [h2j2m..EuzJL / l is the quantum mechanical wavelength (de Boer, 1949),
m,. being the reduced mass of the two molecules.
(c) Uh Order Multipole.lnduced Binary Ablorption Coefficient
The expansion coefficienb B...().lAzCj R) for the multipole·induced dipole mo·
ments are dependent on the matrix elements of the quadrupole moment or other
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higher order multi pole moment and of the polarizability of the molecules. These
matrix elements of the quadrupole moment and the polarizability for the hydrogens
H2 • 01 • HD, etc., have been numerically evaluated (see, for example, Hunt et aL,
J984 and the rderences therein). The matrix elements of the hexadccapole moment
of H, and HD have been similarly calculated by Karl et al. (1975). [n the rest of this
section, we give expressions for the integrated binary absorption coefficient arising
from the multipole-induction mecnanism from the existing literature. We note that
in the form given below, the absorption coefficient is different by a factor c (speed
of light) from the definition used earlier in this section.
The integrated binary absorption coefficient of a specific Lth order multipole-
induced transition can be written a..s (Poll, 1971; Karl et aI., 1975; Reddy, 1985)
where
~JQ:V)d/l
4;~:2 n~a~«1oIO')'t.+tjLXt.'" ,
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)
.nd
Xt.m P;, P;,(C(JILJ;;OO)2 < VIJI I Qt., I v~J; >'
xC(J,OJ~;OW < V2J21 021 tI~J~ >2
+C(J,LJi;OOf < v2J,1 Qc.2 I u;Ji >2
XC(JIOJI; 00)' < vIJ11 0l I tI~J: >21 + Yt.", , (3.37)
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)( ~ < tll)\ i Qt" \ v;J: >' < lJJJ~ I ...,! II~J; >'
+C(J\2J;;oOj1C(J1 1.J;;OO)'
X~ < tid, IQt., I t9~ >1< tll)l I "1'\ I u;J; >'
-~hIC(JI2J:iOWC(JJ2J;iOOrl
X < VI)\ I QJ, I V;;; >< I;,J, 11'1 I u;J~ >
In these equations, L is the order of the multi pole induction and takes values
2,0\,6, etc., for quadrupole (2'), hexadecapole (2~), tetrahexaclecapole (26 ) indue-
should be modified to
where 97' is the nuclea,r statistical .....eight of the molecule in a given rotational state
elements of the isotropic and anisotropic polarizability, respectively. The quantity
(3.39)PJ = 9T(21 + l)e:tp(-EJ/kT) ,L.J9r(2J + l)u:p( EJ/kT)
where F takes values Cp/(Cp+Co) and Co/(Cp+ Co), Cp and Co bein8 the concen·
trations of the para and ortho molecules. The values of Fare 1/4 and 3/4 flJr the
and EI is the rotational energy. ror H2 ,!h is I for even J and :I (or odd J. For
transition; ao is the first Bohr radius; and the <I a I> Bnd <1'1 I> are the matrix
Dl, 9r is 6 for even J and 3 for odd J. For nllrmal H2or normal D~I the conversion
between the ortho and para species is not allowed. Therefore the expression for PI
c£.2=1 if L =2, and 0 if L .,. 2. The nOrrl:.alized Boltzmann factors PJ are given by
tion, etc., rf'Jpectively; m represents all the quantum numbers characterizing the!
t
I
l
I
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eVl:n (para) and odd (ortho) J, respe1:ti\"ely, for H1 , and 2/3 and 1/3 ror the even
((Utho) and odd (para) J, respecti\"ely, ror D1 • It should be noted that in Eq. (3.40)
the summation over J in the denominator should be perrormed for eith.er e\"en J or
Qdd J only. The qu...ntities C(1LJ';OO) are Clebsch·Gordan coefficients and their
squa.res ror various transitions are given by (Rose, 1957)
Q: C(JOJ'iOW oJ/'
0: C(J2J _ 2iUO)'
Q C(J2Ji IlO)J
S:C(J2J+2jOO)'
U: C(JV + 4;00)'
3J(J - I)
2('J - I)('J + I)
J(J + I)
(21 1)(21 +3)
3(J + I)(J+2)
,(,J + i)('J +3)
J5(J + I)(J + ')(J + 3)(J + 4)
'(21 + 1)(21 + 3)(21 + 5)(21 + 7) (3.41)
In the caseo( mole1:ules like HD the (ollowing Clebsch·Cordan coefficients also apply.
P: C(JlJ _1;00)' = U J+ 1
R: C(JIJ+1;OO)2=~:\
T C(J3J+3,oo)'. ,(~~:g./;:'l:(,;~)5)
". C(J5J +,,00)' = '(~~(: ~)(~Y:3:1;~ : :~~~/:~:,~ ~9)(34')
3.3 Line Shape Functions
The absorption coefficient &(11) at a given wavenumber 11 can be expressed a5 (Van
Kranendonk, L968; i\Iilctaggart and Welsh, 1973, and Reddy et al., 1977).
(3.43)
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where n stands for the inductio" mechanism, m represents a spt'cific transition,
O:~m is a parameter representing twice the maximum absorption coellici~nt ...l the
molecular frequency 11m, tr,,(iill) is the line shape function for type n and ~v '::
V-I'm' The factor [I..-exp( -hc~v/kT)1 converts the symmetric \ineshllpe \rft(~II)
into the observed asymmetric line shape. This Boltzmann symmetrization is nn
approximation for the vibration-rotdion bands (see (or example Meyer et al., \989).
For overlap induction the line-shape function lVo.(~/I) is
W....(UIl) ="' W1(~v)0{1i1l) , (:lA-l)
where W.e.(~/I) is the intracollisionalline.shape function and is rcpr!'sented by the
Levine-Birnbaum ([967) expression as
(3..1')
where K2(x) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 2, and 6<1
(= 1/2,..cTd) is the intracollisional half-width at half.height,and ToJ. is the duration of
the collision. The function 0(6./1) is the intercollisionalline shape fU'lction and is
represented by (Van Kranendonk, 1968)
D(Ii/l) = t - I + (~/I/6.)2 ' (3..16)
where 'Y is a constant which is usually assumed to be unity and 5. (= l/ZII'CT.) is
the intercoJliaional ha.Jf-width at half-Iteight, and T. is the mean time between the
collisions. Lewis and Van Kranendonk (1972) have taken into lIccount the correia·
tions between all collisions in the collision sequence and have shown that in such a
case 6. = (I - tJ.)/21fCT. where l1 is the mean persistence·of-velocity and is 0.24 for
II,-He, 0.02 for H,-Ar and is even smaller for the case of heavier perturbers. Lewis
(1985) discussed the asymmetry in Wou(~v) resulting from phase shifts. F'or further
details on the mechanism of inter· collisional interference the rea.der is referred to
several papers by Lewis which are referenced in Lewis (1985).
For quadrupolar induction the line-shape function is usually represented by the
Lorentz line·shape function as
(3.41)
where /if is the quadrupolar half-width at half-height. An improved line-shape func-
tion including a fourth power term in the denominator of the Lorentz line-shape
function was found to give a better fit in the high wavenumber wing (Gillard et al.,
\984)
(3.48)
Another line-shape function for ~.he quadrupolar induction in collision-induced
absorption has been developed by BLnbaurn and Cohen (1976), which can oe ex-
pressed as
where
Here K1(:) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 1, and Tl and
T, are time parameters. One can also use wavenumber parameters 01 and 62 instead
of T1 and T, by defining 6,::::: 1/27rCT•. Then W,8C(~v) and z become
W,BCp.v) ::::: 21:~C61 exp(6d61)exp(hc~v/2kT) 1+zr~~;~d2 (3.51)
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Chapter 4
Collision-Induced Absorption
Spectra of the Double Transitions
H2 ( v=1<--O)+D2 ( v=1+--0)
Collision-induced infrared absorption spectra orlhc double transitions of H1 (v= 1.....0)
and 0: (v=t .....O) have been observed in the binary mixtures of H1 and D} at 77
and 201 K in the spectral region 7000-8000 em-I. The spectra were recorded for a
number of mixtures for total gas densities up to 550 arnagat with partiill gas density
r&lio of 1:1 of H2 and DJ with a 2 m absorption cell. Experimental procedure and
details atc ghoen in Chapter 2. The absorption profiles iUe presented in Section 4.1.
The analysis of the absorption profiles and the results obtained from it are described
in Section 4.2. The absorption coefficients are given in Section 4.3.
4.1 Profiles of the Double Transitions
The experimental procedure and the calculation of the total pressures for the equal
partial densities of H1 and D1 in their binary mixtur~ are described in detail in
Section 2.7. The partial density of each of H1 and D2 ranged from 125 to 275 amagat
at 77 K and from ISO to He amagat at 201 K. Thr~ represt'ntati\~ absorption
profilt'S at t'ach tempt'r&ture art' shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, ~pt'cti\·d} .. by plotting
loglolJo{v)//{v)1 \'ersus v.
[n tht'le figures the positions of the double transitions of Jl1 + 0 1 ~f the t)'vcs
constants of the free HI and 0 1 molecules (Bragg et al., 1982; McKellar And Oka.
1978) are marked along the wavenumber axis. The strong absorption peak aruuocl
8085 em-I is due to the collision-induced first overtone band of H, iIOU is llisignccl
to the double transitions Q2(J) + Qo(J) ariling from the HI - I/z collisions. The
measured wavenumben cf the absorption peaks due to HI - D2 collisions and their
assignments are given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 for 77 K and 201 K, respectively.
The most ob"ious feature of these absorption profiles is the absence of the dip
in the Q branch. The Q branch dips are ""ery prominent features of the collision·
induced fundamenti.l ~nd. of H" DJ , HD, etc. As an example, an absorption
profile of the collision·induced fundamental band of H1 at 298 K (Reddy et al.,
i977) is reproduced in Fig. 4.3. In this figure the dip in the Q branch is seen very
clearly. The origin of this phenomenon hu been explained by Van Kranendonk
(1968) in terms of the destructive interference between the short·range induced
dipoles of a molecule in successive collisions. This intercollisional interference effect
is found to be dependent on the density of the gas mixture. The absence of the
Q dip in the collision-induced double fundamental transitions in HI·OI mixture. is
similar to those in the collision· induced first overtone bands of H1 (Van Nostrand,
1983; McKellar and Welsh, 1971; McKellar, 1988) and 0 , (Gillard, 1983). This
implies that the overlap induction mechanism makc:t liUle or nr, contribution tQ
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Figure 4.1: Collision-induced double fundamental absorption profiles of H, + D~
at three different total densities of the mixture at 77 K. In the indicated double
transitions, the first one refers to H, and the SttOnd one refers to Dz• For example,
Ql(J) +5,(0) is really QdJ) of H, + 51(0) of D2.
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Figure 4.2: Collision-induced double fundament&! absorption profiles of H2 +D2 at
three different total densities of the mixture at 201 K. See caption of Figure 4.1 for
other details.
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Ta.ble 4. L: Assignments of the observed absorption peaks of the double fundamental
transitions in H2 ·02 mixtures at 17 K.
Transition Calculated ~Ieasured
wavenumber wavenumber
H 2 + O2 (em-I) (em-I)
Q,(L)+Q,(') 7142.6
Q,(L)+Q,(L) 7146.8 nn
Q,(O) +Q,(') 7148.5
Q,(L)+Q'(O) 7148.9
Q,(O) +Q,(L) 7152.7
Q,(L) +S,(O) 7321.6
Q,(O) + S,(O) 7327.5 7326
Q,(L)+S,(l) 7433.8 1433
Q,(O)+S.(I) 7439.7
5,(0) + Q,(') 7485.1 1486
S,(O)+Q,(I) 1489.3
S,(O)+Q,(O) 7491.5
Q,(I)+S,(') 7542.5
Q,(O) + 5,(') 7548.4
5,(0) + S,(O) 7664.2
5,(1) tQ'(') 1700.2
5,(1) tQ,(I) 7704.4 1705
S,(l)+Q,(O) 1706.5
51(1) + 51(0) 7879.3 7880
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Table -1.2: Assignments of the observed absorption peaks of the double fundaOlental
transitions in H)·D 2 mixtures at WI K.
Transition Calculated ~leaSllred
wavenumber wavenumber
H) + D, (em-I) (em-I)
Q,(2)+Q,(2) il30.8
Q,(2)+Q,(l) 7135.ll
Q,(L)+Q,(3) 7[36.2
Q,(L)+Q,(') 7142.6
Q,(L)+Q,(L) 7[-16.8 7[·[5
Q,(0)+Q,(2) 7H8.5
Q,(l)+Q,(O) 7148.9
Q,(O)+Q,(L) 7152.7
Q,(2) + S,(O) 7309.8
Q,(l) + S,(O) 7321.6 7324
Q,(O) + S,(O) 7327.5
Q,(L)+S,(L) 7433.8
Q,(O)+S,(I) 7439.7
S,(O)+Q,(3) 7478.8
S,(O)+Q,(') 7485.1 7485
S,(O)+Q,(l) 7489.3
S,(O) +Q,(O) 7491.5
Q,(I)+S,(,) 7542.5
Q,(O) + S,(') 7548.4
Q,(I)+S,(3) 7647.3
S,(O) +5,(0) 7664.2
S,(l) + Q,(3) 7693.9
S,(l)+Q,(') 7700.2
S,(l)+Q,(I) 7704.4 7703
S,(l)+Q,(O) 7706.5
5 1(1)+5\(0) 7879.3 7880
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Figure 4.3: An absorption profile of the collision-induced funaamental band or H1 at
a density of 38.5 amagal at room temperature. The solid curve is the experimental
profile. The dashed curve i. the computed overlap-induced profile and the dot-
dashed curve i. the computed quadrupole-induced profile. The dots represent the
sum of the computed overlap and quadrupolar cor.lpoocntl(adopted from Reddy et
aI.,1977).
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the double fundamental transitions \If H1 and O2 . Thus it is justifi~d to consid~r
quadrupole induction mechanism only in the calcutll.tion of the trll.llsition intensities
of the double fundamental transitions of H1 and D2• We mention here thi1.t ~lcKel1ar
(1990) studied the infrared spectra of H!- D2 dimers using para 1-11 and ortho D! ;1.1
20 K at very low gas densities and observed the following transitions: Q,(II)(1(2) I-
S,(O)(D,),S,(O)(H,) + Q,(O)(D,),Q,(OIlH,) +S,(OIlD,).
4.2 Profile Analysis
Collision-induced absorption spectra of H2,02 gaseous mixtures in the spectral re-
gion 7000-8000 em -I consist of a superposition of double fundamental transitions
in each of the double transitions, the first one refers to H2 and the second to Dj •
The subscript 1 in these transitions indicates the change in the vibrational quantum
number Vi in particular, it is v = 1 0- 0 here.
(a) The line shapes
The absorption coefficient o(v) at a given wavenumber v can be expressed liS
(Eq. (3.43)),
(4.1)
The induction mechanism in the double fundamental transitions in the H2-02 mix-
tures is considered to be entirely quad-rupolar and thus the subscript 11 in Eq_ (4.1)
becomes only q and hence
. "E a~W,(6v)
Q(v) = ... 1 + ezp( -het:.vlkT) . (4.2)
For the profile analysis of the double fundamental transitions in the HJ-02 mixtures,
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the Lorentzian line.shape function WqL(.~I') (Eq. (3.47)), the modified Lorentzian
line-shape function WqAfL(4.I') (E:q. (3.48)), and the Birnbaum-Cohen line·shape
function Wq8C(.~I') (Eqs. (3.51) and (3.52)) have been used. For convenience these
four equations are listed below.
Wqt.(4.I') = 1 + (~v/Oq)2 ' (4.3)
~~.:n(llv) = I + (.l1.I'IOqJ)~ + (4.I'/Oq4)4 . (4.4)
Wq8C(AI')'" 211"~COlezp(51/02)exp(hc.l1.I'/2kT) 1 +Z(~~;~I)J (4.5)
where
(b) Transition intensities
The integrated binary absorption coefficient of the mth quadrup"le.induced dou-
hie transitions of HJ + D2 can be written readily using the general expression for the
integrated binary absorption coefficient of the Lth order multi pole-induced transi-
tion by letting L =2 in Eqs. (3.34) to (3.41).
o'm Pd~b Ja",;v) dv
4;~;2n~~(ao/lT)Sj,x'm
j2 1211" fo"" x-'go(x)x'dx
12'11"J,
(4.7)
(4.8)
The subscnpt 8 in Eq. (4.8) refers to the negative power of x above. When quantum
corrections are included. J, is written as
(4.9)
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Here J~' occurs when 90'(X) "" expl-F(x)/kTI. The absorption intensities of the
quadrupole-induced double fundl'mental transitions of Il~ + D~ at jj K and 201 K
.....ere calculated by using these formulas and the matrix elements of the quadrupole
moment <I Q I> and the polarizability <I Ct I> of the H1 and Dj molecules availahle
in the literature (see Hunt et aI., 1984 and the references therein). The calculated
intensities are presented in Table 4.3.
(c) ,,"'Jetllod or computation
The profiles of the collision-induced double fundamental transitions in the JJ1 -
D~ mixtures at 77 K anu 201 K were analy~ed using Eq. (4.2\ and two computer
programs, one for the modified Lorentzian line shape (which becomes lh,. Lorenbian
line shape when the fourth power term in the denominator is neglected) and the other
for the Birnbaum-Cohen line shape. These two programs were written by the author
and are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B. In the programs there are four
adjustable parameters All Ah A.1. and A4 . For the modified Lorentzian line shape
Al "" 5q2 and A~ = 5,4. For the Birnbaum-Cohen line shape A\ "" 5\ and A2 =:
52. The parameter AJ is a multiplication factor relating the theoretical quantity
5:(v) to the corresponding experimental factor (oglO(lo(lI)/I(v)). The parameter 114
accounts for any possible shift of the free molecular transition wavenumbers v",. A
set of values for AI, A1 , AJ , and A4 was assumed in the beginning and the computer
would calculate the variance. Then A" A2,AJ • and A4 were varied in turn until the
best fit of the synthetic profile to the experimental profile was found. Note that the
calculated absorption intensities ii:(cm- l ) in Table 4.3 were used for the quantitie!
5:~ in Eq. (4.2). In the fitting of the synthetic profile to the experimental profile, it
is necessary to tahe into account the contribution of the Q~(J)+Qfl(J) tran!ition~
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Table 4.3: Absorption intesities· of the quad.rupole.induced double fund.amental
transitions' in the If,-Dz mixtures at 77 K and 201 K.
Transition Wavenumber 0. (77 K) 0 (201 K)
Hz+D, (em-I) (em-I) (em-I)
QL(I) +QI(2) 7142.55 -t9024e-ll 1.859'le-lO
Ql(l) +Ql(l) 7146.76 1.8993e·1O t.5440e-IO
QI(O) +Ql(2) il48A6 6.6754e-12 1.8895e·ll
QI(L) +QI(O) 7148.87 1.575ge-1O 7.6812e-ll
Ql(O) +QI(1) 7152.67 3.0890e-1I 1.8743e·Ll
Ql(L) +SI(O) 7321.61 3.5942e-1O 1.729Ie-1O.
QI(O) -+- SI(O) 7327.53 1.!316e·1O 4.0635e-LI
QI(l) -+- Sl(t) 7433.78 1.1263e-1O 9.1557e·ll
QI(O} +Sl(l) 7439.69 3.541ge·U 2.149te-ll
51(0) +QI(2) 7485.13 1.8952e·ll 5.3642e·ll
51(0) + Ql(l) 7489.34 6.3438e-ll 3.8491e·ll
SI(O) + Ql(O) 7491.45 l.0345e·1O 3. 7148e-ll
Ql{l) + 5 1(2) 7542.52 2.6005e-ll 9.8613e·11
QI(O) + 51(2) 7548.43 8.1653e·12 2.3262e·ll
51(0) +51(0) 7664.20 1.l532e·ll 4.14IOe·12
51(1) + Qt(2) 7700.20 2.9096e-ll 1.1205e·1O
51(1) +Ql(l) 1704.41 9.7472e-U 7.923Ie-ll
51(1) +Ql(O) 7706.52 I.S856e-1O 7.6281e-ll
5,(1) -+- 51(0) 7879.26 1.8505e·ll 8.9022l~12
~ For the transitions at 201 K, calculations were made
for J=;;O to 3 of Hz and J""O to 4 of Dz; however, very low
absorption intensities are omitted from this table.
• In each double transition, the first one refers to H,
and the second one refers to D,. For example,
Ql(l) + Ql(2) is really QI(I) of Hz + QI(2) of D,.
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of Hl + Hl which occur o,)n the high wllv"number wing of the Hl + DJ transitiolls.
Hence the fitting was performed (or the experimental profile up to .... 781Itlcm-\ ,'n
the high wavenumber wing.
(d) Results of the profile analysis
Profiles ,)f the collision-induced absorption spectra 'If 112-0) mixtures <1t i; 1\
and 201 K ....-ere analyz~d using the two computer programs menticned almvt.'. It is
foand that the agreement between the experimental and the synthetic profiles at ;7
K is remarkbly good for both the Lorentzian and the Girnbaum-Cohen lineshapes.
For the profiles at 201 K, the agreement is also satisfactory_ Two typkal analY7.Crl
profiles at 77 K are shown in Figs. 4..1 and 4.5 for the Lorent1.ian and the Birnbaum-
Cohen Iineshapes, respectively. An analyzed profile at 20L K is shown in Fip;. Hi
for the Lorentzian lineshape. [n Fig. 4.4 the contribution to the intensiLy of the
synthetic profile from the intensities of the individual double transitions (except a
few very weak ones) is also shown. The half·width. 0, obtained from the profilf!
analysis is found to be density dependent. The wavenumber shift 0/1 from the (ree
molecular transition wavenumber is also (ound to be density dependent. Table.JA
lists the values of S~ and 5/1 obtained from the absorption profiles at 77 K using the
Lorentzian line-shape funl;.·.ion. A plot of the half-width 0, versus the total density
of the mixture Po + P6 is shown in Fig. 4.1. Similarly a plot of the wavenumber
shift 011 against Po +P6 is given in Fig. 4.8. In Fig. 4.7, the half· width 5, seems to
remain constant for total densities of the bincl.ry mixtures of H1 + 0 1 up to ..... ;J5fJ
amagat, and then it decreases linearly with the total density. The decrease of tho.!
half-wicith. with density of the gas (commonly known as the pressure narrowing)
was first observed by De Remigis et al. (1971) in the 5 1(1) quadrupola.r line of the
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Normal ~ +Normal ~
Path ~llCJlh: 186·0em
0.4T:77K H+Qz~ 225 Ol1\OQOI QJlj~(Ol
.£,: 225 omogot 0,(0)-5,(01
0.1
Figure 4.4: Analysis of an a.bsorption profile of Hz +DJ at a total density of 450 am-
agat (with a partial density ratio of Hz :DJ=l:l) at 77 Kusin! Lorentzian lineshape
function for the individual components.
Figure 4.5: Analysis or an absorption profile or Hz +D2 at a tolal density of 450
amaga.t (with a partial density ratio of H2:Dz=1:1) at 77 Kusing Birnbaum·Cohen
lineshape function for the individual component•.
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NORMAL H2 + NORMAL 02_
PolII Iingth : 186.3 em .L19m
0.60 T : 201 K --Experimen1a1Ilfoli
PHI : 270 olMQof ••••• Symhetic profile
II>; : 270 amagat
o.IJj+S,(I)
~
Q,lJ)+S,IOI / S,lIl+Q,IJI
~ n n
Q,IJ)+Q,IJI
n
~
o
'i~ 0.20
0.40
o ~--;1;;!'O::0:-->---::1::"OQ::::----+-----=19OO±-,--=~l!!!.--.3-lOQ
wavenumber, v (cm-~
Fisure 4.6: Analy.i. of an absorption profile of H., +DJ at" total density of SolO am-
&gal (with a partial density ratio of H.,:D.,=1:1) a.t ~Ol K usina Lorentzian Iineshape
fundion for the individual componenh. For' the explanalion of double tran.itions,
see caption of Fiaure 4.1.
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H, fundamental band in H2-.J.r mixtures. These Juthon found tha.t the half.widlh
al 152 K remained constant for .J.r densities up to) :.JI'IO ;\rnl'1sat and then dtcreoUt'll
approximately linearly from 55 em-I to:!5 em -I ;\18:'~ l'1magat. Laler :\Iactagg.-Irt d
al. (1973) studied the pressure narrowing in se\-eral quadrupolar linn"r thernl1i,i.ln·
induced, fundamental band of H, in H1 -.J.r. 111 -/\ r. And f/2 - X e binM)' mixtures.
In the double transitions of the type S..I..(J}'" S..I..(J) in III first o~'erlonc regi ....n
in the pure gas I'an No.trand (1983) also observed the dccrease uf the half·width
with the density of the gas in the density range 6'10-9'10 amagat. The theoretical
explanation of the pressure narrowing effect at high gas densities was given Ily Zaidi
and Van Kranendonk (l911) as due to the diffusion of H2 molecules in thl~ fnreign
gas. In fact the pressure nArrowing effecl can be understood from basic physiu that
at high .J.r densities the Hz molecules have longer effective collision duration becallsl!
of multiple collisions with Ar atoms and thw the haU-width deneascs. In rig..1.8,
the wavenumber shift 611 is seen to increase linearly with the total density of the
mixture. For the absorption profile shown in fig. ".5 in which the Birnbaum·Cohen
line-shape function wu used to fit the synthetic profile 10 the experimental profile,
the hAlf-widths 61 and 6z were found to be 40..1 cm~1 and 371.6 em'l, respectively.
4.3 Absorption Coefficients
In collision· induced absorption the absorption coefficient a{l') at a given wllvenum·
ber I' (in em-I) is given by Eq.(3.2), (see Section :I.t). However, as explained in
Chapter 2, the experimental pro61e of a collision·induced absorption spectrum is
usually a. plot of the quantity 10910[10(11)/1(1')1 versus the wavenumL r u. Theref"re
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Table 4.4: Results of profile analysis using Lorentzian lineshape. T = 77 K.
Total densi~y
(i1magat)
250
300
350
·toO
450
500
550
Half-width Sq
(em-I)
43.8
42.4
43.2
40.7
4004
38,4
37.9
Wal'enumber shift SI'
(em-I)
0.7
1.8
2.\
3.3
n
4.6
4.8
the following expression for 0(1') is usually used inste....d,
.(v) =(lnlO/I)I",.[/olvlll(vll.
The integrated absorption coefficient J a(lI)dtJ can be wriUen as
(4.10)
f .(v)dv = (InIO/1)Jl.g,,[I.(v)/I(v)!dv . (4.11)
Since the area under the profile of the plot of l09lo[10(tJ)/I(II)] versus tJ is equal to
J1°91,1[10(11)/ 1(1I)[dll, from Eq. (4.8) the integrated absorption coefficient can be
exprrssed as
Ja(lI)dtJ =(lnlo/l){area under the curve) (4.12)
In the present study the partial. densities of H~ and D~ in the mixture were always
made equal and the integrated absorption coefficient can be expressed as a power
series in densities {see Eq. (3.16)),
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(4.13)
Table -1.5: ..\bsorption coefficients' for double fundamental transitil>IU in the lI~-Dl
mixtures.
T Binary Absorption Coelf.
e,
(K) (1O-~,m-1ama9Qrl)
71 3.0± 0.1
201 3.3± 0.5
Ternary ,\bsolptk,n c"eir.
e,
(1O-lcm-1nmagal J)
1.2± U.5
O.I± 2.0
• The errors quoted are standard errors.
where p is the partial density of H1 0r Dl • Eq. (4.13) can be written in the following
form,
where Q1 = Q2colt +Q ..n is the total ternary absorption coefficient.
(U")
If the densities of the gases are not too high then four.body and higher ')rder
collisions will be rare and terms in p' and nigher can be neglected in Eq. (U3).
Plots of (1/p') f a(v)dv against p are shown in Fig. 4.9 and are found to be straight
lines. The ordinate-intercept Ql and the slope Q, were obtained from a linear lca,t
squares fit of the data. The binary and ternary absorption coefficients (or double
fundamental transitions in H1-D, mixture at 77 K Ilnd 201 Kare presented in Table
4.5.
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Chapter 5
Hexadecapole-Induced
U(llJ = +4) Transitions in the
Fundamental Band of H2 in H2-Ar
Mixtures
5.1 Introduction
The hexadect\pole-induced U transitions of the form UI(J) and QI(J) -r U,,(Jj cor·
responding to the rotational selection rule fj,J = +4 were first observed by Gibbs
et al. (L97o\) in ~he fundamental band of HJ in the gas phase al 1!l5 K. Reddy
ct al. (1980) later studied these transitions in more detail al 71 K. Prasad ct al.
(1978) first observed the U transitions in the fundamental band of sulid H1 in this
laboratory. In the present work the U transitions in the enhancement fundamental
band of HJ in the HJ - AT mixtures at 296 K is reported for the first time.
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5.2 Absorption Profiles
F<'lf the purpose of comparison, a collision· induced enhancement abwrption profile
(Uabu, (986) of the fundamental band of H2 in an H1 - Ar mixture at PHI",,4.3
"magat and PAr = 151. 7 amagat at 296 K is reproduced in Fig. 5.1. In this profile
the transitions 0 1(2), QI(J) for J '" 0 to 3 and SI{J) for J '" 0 to 3 are observed.
The collision-induced enhancement absorption profiles of the U-branch transitions
in the fundamental band of H, in H, - A.r mixtures at 296 K were obtained using
the apparatus and experimental techniques described in d~tail in Chapter 2. The
lj·branch occurs on the high wavenumber wing of the fundamental band. The spec-
trometer slit width maintained at 45 jjm gave a spectral resolution of ..... 9 cm~l at
5695 em-I, the calculated wavenumber of the UI(l) transition of H,. The enhance-
ment absorption spectra were recorded with a base density of 72.3 amagat of H,
for several partial densities of AT in the range 340-440 amagat. Thr~ representa-
tive enhancement absorption profiles of the fundamental band of H2 in the spectral
region 5400-6200 em -I for .4.r densities of 382, 422, and 440 amagat are shown
in Fig. 5.2, The positions of the transitions U1(l) (5695.4 on-I), QI(l) + Uo(l)
(5776.9 em-I), QI(O) + Uo(1) (5782,8 cm~I), and UI(2) (6100.0 em-I), calculated
from the constants of the fr'.1 H, molecules (Bragg et aL, 1982) are shown along the
wavenumber axis. The transition VI(O) (527L.4 em-I) is completely masked by the
slrong absorption in the: wings of the overlap and quadrupolar components of the
fundamental band and therefore is not shown in this figure.
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0.6
0.2
0,(2)
H2-Ar
T: 296 K
Path length: \86.\ em
Density of H 2 : 4.3 amacat.
Density o( AI : 151.7 amalat
~
-- Experimental profile
• ••• Synthetic profile
- - - Individual component,
5,(0) 5,(1) 5,(2) 5,(3)
Figure 5.1: A collision·induced enhancement absorption profile of the fundament.l
band of H3 in an H 3 - Ar mixture of PH,=4.3 amagat and p....=151.7 amagat at
296 K (adopted from Babu,1986).
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(el ~, • 440 ama9at
(bl Ii. • 422 ama9at
(al p", - 382 ama9at
.!:!2..:.&
T' 296 K
Poth length' 186.1 emlit.· 72.3 amago!
Q,CII+UoCll
u (0' Q,(OI+Uolil
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o
!
Figure 5.2: Collision-induccd enhancement absorption profiles of the fundamental
band of H2 in H2 - Ar mixtures or PH,=72.3 amagat and PA.=382, 422, and 440
amagat at 296 K.
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5.3 Profile Analysis
(al The absorption coefficient and the line shapes
The absorption coeffi.dent due to all possihle U transitiollS i\l iI gil"t~11 W;l\'cnlll\lhl,t
/I of the fundamental band arising from the hc)(adecapolar irlllucti"n eM! Ill' Wrillt'll
as (see Eq. (3.43»
ll(lI)hoz<l "" ~ [1 +erpt~h;~VlkT)] U'1(.::l1l), (ii.l)
where O(V)MC<I := O(V)hu<I . II, and the subscript 3 represents the h~)(atlccapolnr In·
duction (the subscript 0, 1, and 2 represents the overlap induction, the quadrupolar
induction with isotropic polarizability, and the quadrupolar induction with ilnisotropic
polarizability, respectively). The line-sha?c function Wl(dll) is usually represenLed
by the Lorentzian line.shape function (see Chapter J) ,
(5.2)
where 6u is the half-width at half-height and ~v =v - 11... , 11", being the molecular
wavenumber of the mlh transitic.n.
The U transitions in the enhancement fundamental band of 112 at 296 K in the
spectral region _ 5700 em-I lie on the strong high wavenumber tail of the SI(:J) tran-
sition (510g.4 em-I), where the overlap and the other quadrupolar transitiuns also
make considerable contributions to the total absorption of the band. The absorption
coefficient due to the total wing of the overlap and quadrupolar contributions in the
spectral region 5400-6200 em-I can be expressed by
a{I1) ...".!i' = 1 + eZp(~~c5V/kT) , 1+ (511/02); + (5v/a3)4 ' (5.3)
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(5.4)
where al,aj, and ttl "readjustable parameters and 61' '" v-v" v. being the molecu·
lar wavenurnher',r SI(3j. Theline.shape functianin the absorption coeflicientofthe
'>VI'r1ap.quadrupolar wing has been expressed ,\5 a modified Lorentzian form which
indu(les tbe ;ulditi<lnal terrn (f,v;o.J)4 in the denominator to account for the faster
decrease "f the absorptio;ln intensity with wavenumber ill the observed -.;ing than
thu given by the ordinary Lorent~ian form.
(b) Transitioll intensities
The integrated binary absorption coefficient of the rnth helladecapole-induced
transition of /fa in Ha - AT mixtures can be written readily using the general ex·
prenion for th~ integrated binary absorption coefficient of the £th order multi pole-
induced transition by letting L = ol in E:qs. (3.34) to (3041).
ci.... ~JQ'";v)dv
4;~:1 n~~ (;f i4xem
ie 2011" L"":z:-llgOCZ:)Zldz
2011')12
Jl1 J::;r,+(A·)aJ1~)+(A·)eJf~1
(5.5)
(5.6)
The absorption intensities of the hexadecapole·induced transitions of H1 in H,-
AT mixtures at 296 K were calculated by using these formulas and the matrix ele·
ments of the hexadeca()Ole moment <I J{ I> and the polarizability <I Cl I> of H,
llnd .-ir molecules, respectively, available in the !iter"Lure (Karl et al., 1975). The
re1ath'~ intensities of these transitions were obtained from the absolute intensities
by assigning a relative intensity of 1.0000 to the stronge$t transition (U1(1)).
When the elCperimental profiles were analyzed (see next subsection) using the
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Table 5.1: Throretical enhancement absorption intensities of L'1(J) transitions or
H2 by .-irat 296 K.
Transition Wa\'enumber Absolute Itc1ll.ti\·e
Intensitv Intensity
(em-I) (IO-IOcm-IQ~l1gQt-2)
U,(U) 5271.4 0.532 0.·109
U,(L) 5695.4 1.:.100 1.01l0
U,(2) 6100.0 0.163 n.125
U,(3) 6482.1 11.095 Il.OH
theoretical absorption intensities of Table 5.l, a large discrepancy between the
experimental and the synthetic profiles was found. To account for this discrep·
ancy, absorption intensities due to double transitions of the type QI(t) +U,,(l) and
Ql(O) +Uo(l) must be considered. In the enhancement spedra of the fundamental
band of a diatomic gas such as H2 in its binary mixtures wilh an inert gas such
as .4.r, if the density of the inert gas is not too high, then only single transitions
such as UI(I) of H2 will occur. A single transition will occur at a. result of a. binary
collision between an H2 molecule and an Ar molecule. The hexadecapole moment
of the H2 molecule induces an electric dipole moment in the Ar molecule which
causes the absorption. When the densities of the inert gil.! become high enough,
double transitions of the type Qt(l) + Uo(l) and QI(O) + Vo(l) begin to a.ppear in
the spectra. The origin of these double transitions can be explained by the follow·
ing argument (see, for example, Mactaggart, t971). As the densities of the Ar gas
become high enough, it is pouible that two or more H2 molecules are trapped in 11.
temporary ~cage" of Ar molecules. The interaction between pairs of H2 molecules
in the cage results in the double transitions. That is, one H1 molecule makes a. pure
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....ibrational transition while its collision j><lrtner makes I. pure Mlational transition.
The relative intensities of the two double transitions QI(I) - Vo(l) (5776.9 em· 1)
and QI(lJ). U.I(I) (5182.8 em-I) are a.ssumed to be in the nrne ratio as that of the
single transitions QI(I) and QdO), i.e., 3:1 for Hz. Hence the relative intensities <)f
Ql( I) to UoU) and Ql{U) + Vorl) are I.OOUQ and 0.3333, respccti\·ely.
In the profile analysis of the next subsection, the intensity ratio of the strongest
double transition Ql(l)'" Vo(l) to the strongest single transition UI!I) is taken.u
an additional adjustable parameter in the computer program.
(c) Method of profile analysis
The enhancement absorption profiles of Hz in Hz - ..\r mixtures in the spectral
region 5-IOO~6200 em· l have been analyzed using & computer program similar to
the first program used in Chapter 3 (see Appendix A). There arc ten adjustable
parameters, aI,G2," ',G\O in the program. The first tkree parameters, Gloat. a.nd
llJ have been described previously in the expression of 0{1I}-, (Eq. (5.3». The
remaining seven parameters reptaent intensity factors, half-widths, and possible
.hifts in the molecular wavenumber v... of the sinsle and double V transitions and
the possible shift o( tke molecular wavenumber v, of the quadrupolar transition
5 1(3) in the overlap.quadrupolar wing.
(d) Results
Five absorption profiles have been a.nalyzed using the above mentioned com-
puter program. A representative example of the analysis of an experimental profile
with the synthetic profile resulting from the four individual components of the V
group and the wing of overlap and quadrupolar components of the band is shown
in Fig. 5.3. From tkis figure we see that the agreement between the experimental
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Figure 5,3: Analylli. of a collision·induud enhancement absorption profile of the
fundamental band of H, in 8 3 - A,. mixture at 296 K.
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Tah11! .;.2: Results of the profile analysis of the enhancement Udl) transition of H1
in 1/1 - .·IT mixturf'sat296 K.
Half·width
(em-I)
60:t 2
75±4
Collision duration
PO- H .'I)
8.8
1.1
and synthetic profiles is good except in the region beyond ..... 6000 em-I. The chal'·
acteristic half· width !-,arameters 6,. for single and double transitions obtained from
the analysis are 60 ± 2 em-I and 75 = 4 em- t , repecliveJy. The <;orresponding
collision durations r(= Ij2TC6) are 8.8)( 10- 14 .'I and 7.1 )( 10- 14 s, respecti\'ely.
These results are presented in Table 5.2.
From the results of the analyses of the experimental profiles one can calculate
the integrated absorption ceofficients fa•.,(IJ)dlJ of the Ut(l) transition from the
areas under its band profile.
j a...(IJ)dlJ (InIO/I) jllo9IOft(IJ)/11(IJ)JdlJ (5.7)
(InIO/I)(lI.rca under the curve) (5.8)
The integrated absorption coefficient can be expanded in terms of powers of the
densities of H2 (p~) and .4.r (P6) as the following
(5.")
(5.10)
where an and an are the binary and ternary absorption coefficient respectively.
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Binary Absorption coefficu~nt
Table 5.3: ,\b$Ol'ption coefficient of the enhancement VI(I) tr;lnsilion of III by ..tr
at 29(j K.
Thrun)' alnorptjon
__--,Q:c"--,-- "7.--,,, =coe~:ient
(IO-Tcm-J4m4g41-Jj (lO- J9C!'7l'.t-') (lIl-·cm- lamtlgtlt-·')
6.9±~6 5~±O.~ ~2t~
These tlVO quantitie3 can be ob;ained from the intercepl lInrl the slope, resllecth'e1)',
of the plot of (L/p.p.l f o.,,(II)dll liS. p~,
This plot is shown in Fig. 5.4. The numerical values of 0,\. iLnd Ou wcreuhlnined
from the linear leul'lqulreS lit of the data poinh. These results iLre given in Table
5.3.
The binary absorption coefficient al. expressed in cmf.ll- I is related to OJ. hy lite
relation al. -'" (e/7l!)aI./w, whete no is the Loschmirlt's num.be, (2.681)( 1019cm-S j
and j; i. the center.,r abIorption of the VIO) tran.ition at 296 K. The quantity ii i,
defined u JQ ..{II)d/l/ f(cre..(v)J/I)d/l and "'u found to be equal to 5722 an -I for
the enh~cementUI(l) transitiono£ HI by Ar at 296 K. The value of 016 for V,( I) is
also given in Table 5.3, The experimental value of 01./';; i. (6.9±O.6)x 11)-7/5722 ::-
(1.2 ± 0.1) x 1O-I~cm-llIm4gllrJ. The theoretical binar)' llbsorption (J)(:ffitient III
the enhancement UI(I) transition of HJ by Ar at 296 K wu calculated previou.ly
(see section 5.3 (b) and Table 5.1) to be 1.30 x 1O-\ocm-1amagar J • Thul the
experimental value of QI~/1i agrees well with the theoretic...l va.lue.
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Chapter 6
Collision-Induced Absorption
Spectra of HD in the First
Overtone Region
6.1 Introduction
Th.e collision-induced absorption spectrum of H, in its lint overtone region was first
observed by Welsh et al. (1951). Since then Hare and Welsh (1958), Watanabe e~
al. (1971), Watanabe (1971), McKellar and Welsn ([971), Silvaggio et al. (Wall,
and Van Nostrand (1983) have studied this spectrum at various temperalures and
densities. The collision·induced absorption spectrum of 0, in its fint overlone
region was fint studied by Reddy and Kuo (1971) at room temF~rature in the pure
gas and in binary mixtures of D, with argon and nitrogen. Cillard (1983).tudied
this spectrum in pure D2 in more detail at various temperatures and densitiu.
The present chapter is d<,:voled to the study of the collision· induced absorption
spectrum of H D in its first overtone region at 77 K. This spectrum was observr.d
for the first time in the present work. The absorption profiles were ana.lyzed and
results were compared with those of HJ and D} to inve5tigate the differences be·
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t .....een the ,pectra of the heteronuclear and the nomonudear diatomic molecules.
For the purpose of comparison, three collision· induced absorption profiles of H2 in
the first overtone region at three different densities at jj K (Van ~ostrand, 1983)
are reproduced in rig. 6.[. Similarly, three profiles of D1 also at 77 K (Gillard,
1983) are reproduced in rig. 6.2. An absorption spectrum of the collision-induced
fundamental band of HD at 298 K (Reddy and Prasad, 1977) is aLso shown in Fig.
6.3 where the analysis of the spectrum is also shown. Here the analysis shows a large
contribution to the absorption intensity of the fundamental band of HD cornes from
the isotropic overlap induction mechanism and the presence of a prominent inter-
cr')llisional dip in the Q branch.
6.2 The Experimental Absorption Profiles
The apparatus and experimental technique described ill detail in Chapter 2 were
used to obtain the collision-induced absorption spectra of HD in the first overtone
region at 77 K. The densities of the gas studied were in the range 130-320 amagat.
Three representative CIA profiles of HD in the first overtone region at 77 K for
densities L91, 250, and 311 amagat are presented in Fig. 6.4. The assignments of the
observed absorption peaks arc also shown in the same figure. The transitions include
the allowed transitions P2(1), R2(0), and Rt(l) and the collision-induced transitions
Q,(J) +Q.(J), Q,(J) +Q,(J), Q,(J) +So(J), S,(J) +Q.(J), Q,(J) +S,(J), S,(J) +
So(J), and 5\(1) + SI(J). The measured wavenumbers of the absorption peaks in
the region of the first overtone band of HD and their assignments are presented in
Table 6.t.
The peak at....., 8080 em-I corresponds to the collision· induced absorption of H2
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Figure 6.1: Collision-induced absorption profiles of HJ in the first overtone region
at three different densities of the gas at 71 K (adopted from van Nostrand, 1983).
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Figure 6.2: CoUision·induced absorption profiles of O2 in the first overtone region
a~ three different densities or the gas at 77 K (adopted from Gillard, 1983).
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Figure 6.3: An absorption profile or the collision-induced fundamental bll.nd of HD
a.t 298 K. The lolid curve i. the experimental profile. The computed wc'·ibutions
of the overlap and quadrupolar interactions to the total absorption intensity of
the band are ShOWD by the dashed- &nd dot·dashed curves, respectively. The doh
represent the summation of these (adG'",1~cJ: from Reddy and Prasad, 1977).
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Figure 6.4: Ab.orptioD profile. of HD in the lint overlQne region at lhree different
densities of the gas a~ 77 K.
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Tll.hlc Ii. 1: A~signments <:If the ohserved absorption peaks of the first t)vertone tran-
sitiflOS of HIJ at 77 K.
Transition Calculated ~Ieasured
wavenumber wavenumber
(em-I) (=-')
P,(I) 6997.7 6997
Q,(I)+Q,(2) 7079.2
Q,(O) + Q,(2) 7086.9 7089
R,(') 7168.5 7168
R,(l) 7241.8 7241
Q,(2) + S,(O) 7331.1
5,(U) + Q,(O) 7331.1 7333
5,(0) +Q,(I) 733L1
5,(0) + Q,(2) 7331.1
Q,(2) + 5,(0) 7508.3
Q,(I)+ 5,(0) 7516.0 7517
Q,(O) + 5,(0) 7519.8
Q,(2) + 5,(1) 7672.8
Q,(l)+5,(I) 7680.5 7678
Q,(0)+5,(I) 7684.3
5,(1) + 5,(0) 7751.4
5,(0) + 5,(1) 7774.'1
S\{O) + 5\(0) 7775.4 7776
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which is present as an impurit)' in the H 0 gas find is assigned 10 the Ql(J) t Q<1(J)
transitions of H1 •
The most obvious difference between the absorption spectra of the hcit:rollUclc'.lt
II D and the homonuclear H2 and D1 is, of coune, the presence of the allowed trill\si·
tions P2( t), R2(lJ}, and RJ(I) in the HD spectra. The similarity alllung these tllre'c
absorption spectra is that none of them has the characleri~tic intcor-r.ollision,ll dip in
the Q branch. As pointed out earlier the collision·induced fundamental bamb !l;LVC,
in contrast, a large contribution from the isotropic overlap induction with characll:r·
istic dips in the Q branch (for example, see Fig. 6.3). Therefore in ~'l1eulaling lilt:
transition intensities of the collision·induced Rrst overtone band of HD, the contri·
bution of the isotropic overlap induction to the absorption intensity of the baud can
be neglected and those from the quadrupolar induction and the C=3 anisotropic
overlap induction (see Chapler J, Section 3.2) sbould be taken into account.
6.3 Profile Analysis
As shown in Fig. 6.4, the absorption spectra of HD in the first overtone region
have contribution to the absorption intensity from the allowed transitions in the
low wavenumber end (below 7300 em-I), and from the first OVettOflC lranftilions of
H~ impurity in the high wavenumber end (above 7800 em-I). Thus the synthetic
profile in the spectral region 7300-7800 em-I where collision-induced first overtone
tran,itions of H 0 onLy are pre,ent is fitted to the experimental pTf)file. Once a
satisfactory fit was obtained in this region, the resulting half· width parametu and
the relative intensities of individual transition! wen: then used to obtain the synthetic
profile in the entire spectral region of the first overtone band of 11 D.
(a) The line shapes
The absorption coefficient a(v) at a given wavenumber v is given by (Eq. (3.43))
(6.1)
For the collision·induced first overtone transitions of H D, the lineshape function
Wn(dv) is replaced by Wq(6v}. Thus Eq. (6.1) simplifies to
. L: o:~Wq(L\v)
o(v) "" m 1 + exp( -hc!::.v/kT) (6.2)
In fitting the synthetic profiles to the observed profiles of the H D first overtone
spectra, ~he Lorentzian line-shape function WqL(!::.v) (Eq. (3.47)) was found to gh'e
satisfactory results. It is represented as
(6.3)
(b) Transition intensities
Using the general expression for the integrated binary absorption coefficient of
the Lth order multipole· induced transition given in Chapter 3, the integrated binary
absorption coefficient of the mth quadrupole.induced first overtone transition of the
IfD molecule is written as
Qlm (1/p1) Ja",;v) dv
4;:':1 ~a~(~/u)Sj2X1m, (6.4)
where
j, t211" 1000 Z-lga(z)x1d:t:
t211"J, , (6.5)
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and J, is given by
(6.61
The colli$ion·induced ab$orption intcn$itie$ of the quadrupole-induced first overtone
transitions of HD at 77 K were calculated using these formulas and the matri:<:
elements of the quadrupole moment <I Q I> and the pohcizilbility <I " I> "f
the HD molecule available in the literature (Hunt et aL, l~~;), Th~ t"itlculalerl
inten$ities are given in Table 6.2.
(c) Method of computation
The absorption profiles of the collision-induced first overtone band of 1/ D at 77
K were analyzed using a computer program similar to the first program of Chapter
4 (see Appendix A). The Lorentzian lineshape function is used in this program. As
mentioned earlier, the fitting of the synthetic profile$ to the observed prolill'!1l was
performed in the spectral region 7300-7800 em-I where the allowed first uvertone
P and R transitiOn! of H D are not present and the contribution to the absorption
intensity from the collision-induced first overtone transition$ of 112 (the impurity in
the HD gas) is insignificant.
(d) Results of the profile analysis
When the calculated intensities of the HD first overtone band at 77 K in Tahle
6.2 were used in the above mentioned computer program to fit the synthetic to the
experimental profiles, the result was found to be rather poor. The problem lies in
the fact that the calculated intensities of the transitions involving Au ,. 2 were
consistently too high. relative to the other transitions. Van Nostrand (1983) and
Gillard (l983) encountered th.e same problems in the collision-induced fint Qvertone
bands of H2 ar' DJ , respectIvely (see also McKellar, 1988)_ Van Nostrand and
Table 6.2: Absorption intensities of the first O~'ertone transitions of HD at 7T K.
Tra.nsition
Q,(O) +Q,(l)
Q,(O) + Qo(')
Q,(l) +Q,(O)
Q,(I)+Q,(I)
Q,(I)+Q,(')
Q,(') +Q,(O)
Q,(2)+Q,(I)
Q,(') +Q,(')
Q,(O) +5,(0)
Q,(O) + 5,(1)
Q,(O) + 5,(2)
Q,(I) + 5,(0)
Q,(I) +5,(1)
Q,(I) +5,(2)
Q,(') + 5,(0)
Q,(,) + 5,(1)
Q,(2) + 5,(2)
5,(0) +Q,(O)
5,(0) +Q,(l)
5,(0) + Q,(2)
5,(1) +Q,(O)
5,(1) +Q,(l)
5,(1) +Q,(2)
5,(2) +Q,(O)
5,(,) +Q,(l)
5,(2) +Q,(2)
5,(0) +5,(0)
5,(0) +5,(1)
5,(0) +5,(2)
5,(1) +5,(0)
\\'avenumbH
(em-I)
7086.9
7086.9
1079.2
7079.2
7079.2
7064.0
7064.0
7064.0
7354.0
7530.0
7703.0
734.6.3
7522.3
7695.3
7331.1
7507.1
7680.1
733Ll
7331.1
7331.1
7484.3
7484.3
7484.3
7627.2
7627.2
7627.2
7598.1
7774..2
7947.2
7751.4
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U.2396e·1O
O.Ot04e-1O
1l.745ge·1O
0.563Se·tO
0.03t6e·tO
0.0323e-1O
O.0268e-l0
O.OOtSe·to
L0594e·10
O.3623e-lO
O.Ot88e·tO
0.6205e-l0
0.2 t23e· to
0.OJ.lOe-10
0.0373e·1O
0.0128e-l0
0.0007e-1O
3.5338e·10
2.0232e·1O
O.!21ge·1O
L2418e·l0
0.7107e·1O
O.0428e·1O
0.0653e-10
O.0374e-1O
O.0023e-lO
O.0747e·1O
O.0257e-lO
O.0014e·1O
O.0250e-lO
Transition
Table 6.2 (Continued)
\Va\'enumber n
-"-S,"(L')""S,T(1")-...!('':;:7c9m;C27''-.~!-) -"n.~~r};&~h)-·
.51(2) + 50(0) 7894.2 tl.l.Illl3c·lll
O2(2) +Qo(O) 6819.8 O.rr1O'l~-ln
0 1(2) +Qo(l) 6819.8 O.OIl6e·1ll
O2(2) + Qo(2) 6819.8 o.OOO7e·1IJ
O2(2) + So(O) 7086.9 0.00lI6e· III
O2(2) + SoU) 7262.9 0.OOO'le·l0
QI(O) +QI(I) 7260.5 1l.8826e·1O
Q,(O) • Q,(2) 7252.8 0.038De-10
QI(I) +Ql(l) 7256.6 O.5!27e·10
Q,( I) +Q,(2) 7248.9 0.0528<-10
QI(2) +QI(2) 7241.2 OJXlI3e·10
QI(O) + SI(O) 7519.8 3.1988e-IO
QI(O)tSI(1) 7684.3 O.9443e·1U
QI(O) +SI(2) 7842.1 0.04!ge-1U
Ql(l) + SI(O) 7516.0 1.9054e-10
Ql(l) +S.(L) 7680.5 0.5635e-LU
QI(1)+SI(2) 7838.3 0.025Oe-10
Q,(2) +5,(0) 7508.3 0.1134<-10
Q,(2) +5,(1) 7672.8 0.0335<-10
QI(2) + SI(2) 7830.6 O.OOI5e-IO
QI(O) + 0 1(2) 6997.2 O.03I8e·IO
QI(I) + 0 1(2) 6993.4 O.OI8ge-1O
QI(2) + 0 1(2) 6985.7 O.OOlle-IO
SI(O) + SI(O) 7775.4 O.l101e·1O
SI(O) + SI(l) 7939.9 0.103ge-IO
S,(O) + SI(2) 8097.6 O.0048e·1O
SI(l) +SI(t) 8104,4 O.fl158e·1()
51(0) + 0 1(2) 7252.8 O.0033e·IO
51(1)+01(2) 7417.3 O.OOIOe·lfJ
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Gillaro tlSeO an impro;ement factor of 0.6g to reOuce all the ffilltrix elements of
the 111l"dr\lp"lc moment of If, and DJ in"Qh-ing .:lll :: 2 transitions and found that
Lhe rwuced int<:i:sILies led to \'ery good agreement between the synthetic and the
t)hserved pmtiles.
Guided by this ioea of improvement factor, the profile analysis was carried out
with di/ferent impro\'ement factors but found that a value of 0.68 for this factor
gave the best fit bet .....een the synthetic and the observed profiles. An example of
the pmfile analysis of the first overtone band of HD for a density of 31 t amagat
at i7 K , with an impro\'ement factor of 0.68 for the reduction of the quadrupole
matrix elements t)f 11 0 for ~11=2 transitions is shown in Fig. 6.5. The large
discrepanc}' bet .....een the synthetic and the experimental profiles near 7800 em _I is
nue to the transitions QI(J)(HO) + Q\(J){H,) resulting from the presence of the
If, gas as the impurity in the 11 D gas. Within the density range 130-320 amagat
in the present experiments for the collision-induced first overtone band of HD t the
half· width Oq obtained from the profile analysis has a value of 45±2 em-I, and no
pressure narrowing has been detected. The value of the Oq of the H D molecule falls
bet .....een those of If! (49±2 em-I, Van ~ostrand, 1983) and D, (J9±3 em-I, Gillard,
1983). This is what one would expect since the half-width Oq = 1/2'1l'c1"q, where 1"q
is the collision duration which is smaller for the lighter H, molecules. The value of
Oq for the induced transitions of 11 D falls between those of H1 and D~ at the same
temperature, as expected.
For each of the analyzed experimental absorption profiles the area under the syn·
thetie profile was calculated to obtain the integrated absorption coefficient f a(lJ)dv
(see Eq. (4. I:!)). Values of (l/p~)fo:(v)d/l against p were plotted in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 6.5: Analysis of an absorption profile of HD at a gas density or 311 amagat
at 77 K.
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Table li.:I: .\hsorpti0n e<>efficients' l,[ {f" HD, and D2 in the first overtone region
at 'i'i K
c.~~ --Bin~r~' "J.-bs,~rpti'Jfl Ternary absorption Reference
codficicnto l cr)Cflicient 02
(1(j""~l:m -J,Wlf1ga.l·l) (llJ- 9cm- 2tJmflgat- J )
II;' ---:I.:1T:U."'i){j- ·11.3-::0.3 \'m :\ostranci (L983)
II D :U.l-:lJ.lJ7 ·9.1I:t::I.1l Present work
;-;~~____ 1..11:::1)./).')_ 1I.5:::2.H Gilla~
• The errors quol.ed are standard errors.
The binilry ;md ternary absorption coefficients 01 and 01 were determined from
the 'Jrdinate.intcrcepl and the slope of the graph, respectively (see Eq. (.U-l»).
The results are presented in Table 6.3 and compared with those of H1 and 0 1, As
can be seen clearly from this table, the valucs of 11\ and 111 for HD fall bctwe~n
corrcspondlng values of HI and D1.
(e) Discussion
An improvement factor of 0.68 applied to reduce the values of the matrixelements
of the quadrupole moment of HD for all transitions involving D.V = 2 would make
the s}'nthetic profile to agree well with the experimental profile. Theoretically this
is not allowed since the theoretically calculated matrix elements of the quadrupole
moment of the H1, if D, and D2 molecules are considered to be quite accurate. To
understand this puzzle, one should examine the B matrix elements given in Chapter
:J. The square of the term BJ2(R)/eao represents the intensity contribution to the
V. Q, and S branches of the collision-induced absorption band arising from the C=3
",nisotropic overlap induction term and the quadrupolar induction term. This is
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II IAIl)/f;a'I. 1 '"' '\~le.rpl-:UR -oJ/Pili
~:1 < vJ ':t V'l' :;.1< vJ ~ Q V'l' >1 (Rlllor'
..2\/j~11e:.:p~ -( n- U)!Pll;
, < vJ: Q! V'l' >< uJ I Q I v'J' > (R,'ll,Jr~ . (6.7)
The first term 'If this equation is very small; the second term is the major term
rur the intensity; amI the third term is iI. mixed term which contributes nebatively to
the intensity or the trAnsitions involving ~u =2. Thus the appil.rent reduction of the
matrix elements of the quadrupole moment involving transitions with ~v = 2 b)' a
factor of 0.68 accounts for the ntgatillc contribution to the intensity of the band due
tu the mixed term 2..jJ~.l2u:pl-(R- CJ)/Pulx < vJ I 0' i v'/ >< vJ I Q I v'l' >
(R/llor~. Recently Xiang (1992) also found the same effect in the collision-induced
second overtone band (6u = 3) of HI, investigated at 77, 201, and 2gB K.
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Chapter 7
Collision-Induced Absorption of
the Fundamental Band of HD in
the Pure Gas at 77 K
7.1 Introduction
Homonuclear diatomic molecules such as H, and O2 only possess 21.·rnllltijm!cs
with L = evennumber, i.e., quadrupole (2'.pole), hexadecapole (24·pole), etc. On
the contrary, heteronuclear diatomic molecules such as lfD possess 2L ·multipo!es
without any restrictions to the L. Thus H D pom:sses dipole (2 1), quadrupole (21),
oclopole (23 ), hexadecapole (24 ), 32.(>Ole (25 ), etc. Because of the existing Qf lht!
odd L multipoles in the H D, one expects its collision·induced absorption spectrum
to contain T transitions (t1J = 3) and V transitions (t:J.J = 5) induced by the
octopole (L = 3) and the 32.pole (L = 5) in addition to the usual U transitions
(.:).J =4) induced by the hexadecapole (L = 4) in H2 and O2 ,
Spedra of collision-induced fundamental band of H D in the pure gas al rIlt)u-
erale densities at three different temperatures have been studied by Reddy and
Prasad (1977). Absorption profiles of the fundamental band of HD in the pure
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~as at three different densities at 77 K are reproduced in rig. 7.1. ror these
fWHlcrate densities of pure H D, the transitions in the fundamental band include
the allowed transitions RI(O) and RI(I) and the collision-induced single and dou-
hie transitions Ql(J),51(ll,QI(J) + Qo(J), and QI(J) + So(l). Collision-induced
"I'('::::'J -" 3),U(b.J = ·Il, and V(.1J = 5) transitions were not present in these
ahsorption profiles hecause the gas densities were not high enough.
The pn:scrot W'HK was an attempt to obtain the T, U, and V transitions in 'he
cf)lIision·induced fundamental band of HD in the pure gas at high gas densities.
7.2 Absorption Profiles
Collision-induced absorption spectra of the fundamental band of H D in the pure gas
at 77 K were obtained using the apparatus and experimental technique described in
Chnpkl 2. The gas densities are in the range 4.0-310 amagat. Three representative
absorption profiles at densities 120, L60, and 200 amagat are shown in rig. 7.2.
Collision-induced T, U, and V transitions occur on the high wavenumber tail of
the main fundamental band of H D which approaches infinite absorption because of
the high gllS densities. The measured wavenumbers of the absorption peaks of the
collision-induced T,U, and V transitions are presented in Table 7.1.
The strong peak at ....4720 em-I is due to the collision-induced 51(1) and QI(l)+
Sn( i) transitions of H, which is present in the HD gas as an impurity. The collision-
induced Ul{l) transition of HO at 4803.0 em-I is completely masked by this strong
pei\k of 1I, and can not be observed. The collision-induced double transitions of H D
QI(t) t-Uo(l) at 4856,4 em-I and QI(O) +Uo(l) at 4860.2 em-I are also difficult to
observe due to their low intensity and closeness to this strong peak of H~.
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Fjgure 7.1: Absorption profiles of the fund.mental band of H 0 in the pure gM at
three different low den,itici at 77 K (adopted from Reddy and Pruad, 1971).
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Figure 7.2: Absorption profiles of the fundamental band of HD in the pure gat at
three different high den.ities at 77 K.
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Ta.ble 7.1: Assignments of the observed absorption peaks or the T,U, and V tran~i­
tions of the fundamenta.l band of HD.
Transition Calculated 1Ilcl\sured
wavenumber wavenumbcr
(em-I) (em-I)
T,(l) +Q,(O) 4387.8
T,(l)+ Q,(l) 43g7.8
Q,(I)+T,(I) 442'1.2
Q,(O)+T,(I) 4426.1 4428
U,(O)+Q,(O) «n.O
U,(O)+Q,(I) 4477.0 4493
Q,(I)+U,(O) 4511.5
Q,(O)+ U,(O) 4515.3
."O)+Q,(O) 4892.2
.·,(O)+Q,(I) 4892.2
Q,(I)+V,(O) 4945.6 4941
QL(O)+VQ(O) 4949.5
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
An experimental investigation of the <:ollision-incluced absorption spectra of binary
mixtures of H, with D2 Ilnd AT and of pure H D was carried out using a 2 m
absorption cell at 77, 201, and 296 K for total gas densities up to 550 amagat.
Using binary mixtures of normal H1 with normal D2 of equal partial deosi·
ties, collision-induced absorption spectra of the double fundamental transitions of
H,(v = 1 ..... O)+D,(v "" 1 <- 0) have been ahsen'cd at 77 and 201 K in the spectral
region 7000-8000 em-I. Double transitions of the type QI{J)(H,) + QI(J)(D,),
Q,(J)(H,) + S,(J)(D,), S,(J)(H,) + Q,(D,), .nd S,(J)(H,) + S,(J)(D,) h",
been identified. The expeimental absorption profiles have been analyzed using the
Lorentzian and the Birnbaum-Cohen ]ineshape functions in two separate computer
programs. It was found that the half·width 6, decreases with the total gas den-
sities greater than 350 amagat (the pre~~ure narro.....ing effect). The wavenumber
shift 6v was found to increase linearly I','ith the total gas density. The binary and
ternary absorption coefficients for the double vibrational band of Hz +D, have been
determined.
Ilexadccapolc-induced U transitions of the type U1(1),U1(2),QI(O) +Uo(l), and
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Ql(l) + Uo(i) have been observed in the CIA enhancement spectra of the futHlII-
mental band of H~ in H~ - .·Ir mixtures at room tempr.rature for a base tl.:nsity of
72 amagat of f{1. and several partial densities of Ar up to 440 amagat To .~:tplain
the occurreoce of ~he double transitions Ql(O) + Vo(l) ,lIId Ql(l) t Vu(l) in the
enhancement spectra, a cage model has been proposed. The experimental hinary
absorption coefficient of the enhancement Vl(l) transition obt"ined from the profile
analysis was found to be in good agreement with the theoretical value.
The CIA spectra of the fint overtone band of HD in the pllte gas were observed a~
77 K for gas densities up to 320 amagat. Both allowcd transitions P~( I), R~(O), ilnd
R,(I) and collision-induced transitions Q~(J)+Qo(J),QI(J) +QI{J), QJ(J) I-Su(J),
S,{J)+Qo(J), QI(J)+SI(J), Sa(J)tSo(J), and SI(J)tSI(J) have been observed.
From the analysis of the experimental profiles, it was found that the isotropic overlllp
induction mechanism does not contribute to the intensity of the band; in lhe analysil,
the matrix elementl of the quadrupole moment for the ~v "" 2 tranlitions were
reduced by an improvement factor of 0.68 to obtain a satisfactory fit. The necessity
for this reduction is interpreted as due to a negative contribution to the intensity of
the band from a mixed term in the expansion of the square oftbe term Bn(R)/eOo.
The CIA 5pettrum of the fundamental band of }{Din Lhe pure &011.$ was observed
at 77 K for gas densities up to 310 amagat. For the first time the colli.ion·induced
transitions of HD of the type TI (1) t Qo(J), QdJ) tTo(l), UI(O) + QO(J),QI(J) +
Uo(O), VI{O) t Qo(J), and QI(J) + Vo(O) havc been identified.
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Appendix A
Fortran Program for Profile
Analysis: Modified Lorentzian
Lineshape
non-linear least squares fit to experimentd profile of it
synthetic quadrupolar spectrulIl
using modified t..orentzian lineshape
implicit real.a (a-h,o-z)
real .8 a,af,afqt,r
common sq(250), sqf(250) ,a(10) I
1 afq(2S0) ,nlq,r,afqt,
2 il,12,13,14
rea1_8 x(2000) ,y(2000) ,dvp(lO) ,dvn(10). vsap(IO) ,vsan(tO)
character*20 calfil,obsfil
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character060 head
15 format (11.20)
read relative inter.sities (sq) and frequencies (sq!)
of quad. lines
writ~ (0,0) 'enter filename for calculated data'
read (5,15) calfil
open (unit .. e,hle .. calfil,status .. 'old')
rewind (8)
write (0,.) 'enter filename for observed data'
read (5,15,end" 990) obsfil
if «obsfil .eq. 'none') .or. (obefil .eq. 'q'» go to 990
opon (unit .. 9,file • obsfil,stll:tus • 'old')
rewind (9)
51 format (11.60)
55 format (I5x,f7.2,7x,el0.4)
do 56 i" 1 , 6
read (8,51) head
56 continue
59 forlllat(8x,f9.4,7x,el0.4)
102
r-l .43883204200/t
write (O,·) 'enter no. of lines'
read .,nlq
do 70 i" 1 , nlq
read (8,·) sqf{i},sq(i}
70 continue
100 continue
np - 0
the rolloving assumes a(10) .. 0.0
i1 .. 10
12. 10
13 .. 10
i4. 10
IIrite (0 •• ) 'q d2 ?'
read -0 xx
IIp· np + I
il .. np
a(il} .. xx
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write (0,·) 'q d4 l'
read -, xx
it (xx .ne. 0.0) then
np .. up + 1
i2 • up
a(i2) • xx
Ind if
writl (0,.) 'q into l'
read ., xx
np .. lip + 1
i3 '" np
a(i3) '" xx
"ritt (0,.) 'q shift l'
:t'e"d·, xx
if (xx .nll. 0.0) then
np. np + 1
i4. Dp
.(i4) • xx
Ind if
do 130 i • up + 1 , 10
a(t) ·0.0
104
130 continue
2 continue
101 fOllllilt (14x,14)
write (0,*) 'enter no. of points'
read *,n
<10 110 1=1,5
read (9.51) head
110 continue
<10 111 i - 1 , n
read (9,-) iseq,x(i),y(i)
111 continue
VB•• O.
do 200 i-1,n
xl-x(1)
call cal(xi .af)
vse '" \'18 .. (y(i) - at"'x(i»"2
200 continue
aerr - v8e/(n - np)
aerr '" sqrt(aerr)
write (0.134) (s(!l,t-I,np)
write (0.141) aorr
105
134 format C1h ,2x,10g12.5)
141 forlllat C' stalldard erro::- = ',eI4.7/)
write CO,.) 'II-?'
read -,II
121 h"' O.S-II
if (h .8e. 0.00001) then
go to 122
else
go to 990
elld if
122 continul
do 205 j • 1,lIp
a(j) • aCj)-(l+b)
vae"' O.
do 201 i-l.lI
xi-xCi)
call Cl'l(xi,l1f)
vse • vse + (y(i) - af-x(i»"2
201 conti'l.ue
dvp(J) - VII - Vlelll
a.(j) - a(j)/(l+h)
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vsep(j) '" vse
205 continue
dvpm ~ dvp(l)
ip'" t
do 206 k '" 2,np
if ( dvp(k) .it. dvpm ) then
dvpm ~ dvp(k)
ip "'k
end if
206 continue
do 207 j .. t,np
a(j) .. a(j).(l-h)
vse'" O.
do 208i"'l,n
xi-x(i)
call cal(xi,af)
vse .. vse + (y(i) - af.x(i»H2
208 continue
dvn(j) .. vse - vnm
a(j) .. a(j)/(1-h)
vsen(j) .. vse
207 continue
dvnm .. dvn(l)
in· 1
101
do 209k= 2,up
if ( dvn(k) .it. dvnm ) then
dvnm " dvn(k)
in .. k
end if
209 continue
if ( dvprn .le. dvnm ) then
if ( dvpm .it. O. ) then
a(ip) .. a(ip).(1+h)
write(0,134) (a(i),i-1,np)
aerr '" vsep(ip)!(n-np)
aerr .. ~qrt(aerr)
IIrite (0,141) aerr
vselll = vsep(ip)
go to 122
else
go tl' 121
end if
else
if ( dVnlrI .It. O. ) then
a(in) '" a(in).(l-h)
write (0,134) (a(i) ,i=1,np)
...err - vsen(in)!(n-np)
aerr" sqrt(aerr)
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write (0,141) O1err
VSelll = vsen(in)
go to 122
else
go to 121
end if
end if
990 stop
.nd
subroutine caHxi ,af)
illlplicit real-a (a-h.,o-z)
double precision a,xt,af,afqt,r
common sq(250) ,sqf(250) ,a(lO) ,
1 afq(250),nlq,r,afqt,
2 il,i2,i3,i4
quadrupolar contribution
850 afqt=O,dO
851 do 220 j=l,nlq
xt=xi-sqf(j) + a(i4)
rn • 01(13) - sq(j) - quad(xt,r,a(il) ,a(i2»
l09
I.fqt-I.fqt"rn
220 continue
at-I.fqt
1000
real-a function quad(dv,r,a1,1.2)
illlplicit rea!"S (I.-h,o-z)
if (a2 .ne. 0.0) then
rn-l.0/( 1 .+(dv/at) ... 2... (dv/a2) ....4)
else
rn-l.0/C l. +(dv/a.l} ....2)
end if
quad. rn/(1.+dexp(-r-dv»
return
00'
.10
·~._-_ ..~ .._..._----~-~_._--_._--_. __.-
Appendix B
Fortran Program for Profile
Analysis: Birnbaum-Cohen
Lineshape
non-linur least squares fit to experillental profile of a
synthetic quadrupolar spectrum
using Birnbaum-Cohen lineshape
implicit rlllal-e (a-h ,0-%)
real -a a, rl ,rlqt
CO_Oil sq(250) ,sqf (250) ,a(10) ,afq(250) ,nlq,rlqt ,11, i2, 13, 14
red-a x(2000) ,y(2000) ,dvp(10) ,dVIl{lO) ,nep(10) ,vsllln(10)
charachr-20 calfil,ob.fil
character-60 head
III
pi"3.14159
pi/2"1.5708
r" 1. 43883204200/T
dO-2kT/ch
r-77.
con-1.68986.-12
dO=107.035
15 format (a20)
"'rite (0,-) 'enter filename for calculated data'
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read (5,15) caifil
open (unit .. 8,file" ealfil,status .. 'old')
rewind (8)
writs (0,.) 'enter nlq'
read •• nlq
write (0,.) 'enter filenue for observed data'
read (S,lS,end .. 990) obsfil
if «obsfll .eq. 'none') .or. (obafi! .eq. 'q')) go to 990
open (unit .. 9,fite" obsfil,status .. 'old')
nllind (9)
writ. (0,·) 'enter n'
read ., n
51 forlllat (a60)
55 fOnlat (15x,f7.2,1%.eI0.4)
do 56 i '" 1 , 5
read (8,51) head
56 continue
59 foraat(Sx.f9A,7x,el0.4)
t-77.
r-l.438832042DO/t
do 70 i-I, nlq
70 continue
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100 continue
np" 0
the folloWing assumes a(10) " 0.0
il-l0
i2" 10
i3· 10
i4-10
write (0,.) 'h-? '
read .,h
"cite (0,·) 'q d2 l'
read ., xx
np • np ... 1
il • np
a(1) .. xx
"cite (0,.) 'q d4 l'
read ., xx
if (xx .n8. 0.0) then
np • np ... 1
i2 .. up
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a(i2) -xx
end if
vrite (0,.) 'q int.?'
read -, xx
np - np + 1
i3 .. np
-(3) - J[:l
IIrite (0,_) 'q shift ?'
read ., xx
if (xx .ne. 0.0) then
np-np+l
i4 .. np
a(14) .. J[:l
end if
do 130 i .. np .. 1 , 10
aO) .. 0,0
130 continue
2 continue
'15
read (9.50 head
110 continue
do 111 i .. 1 • n
read (9.-) iseq.xO},y(i)
111 continue
v.e"O.
do 200 i-l,n
xi-xO)
call cal(xi,af)
vse - vse + (y(U - af-x(i»"2
200 continue
llerr - ""/(n - np)
aerr - sqrt(aerr)
write (0,134) (a(i),i-l,np)
write (0,141) aerr
134 format (lh ,2x,10g12.5)
141 fOnlat (' standard error" '.eI4.7/)
121 h-O.a-h
if (h .ge. 0.00000 then
go to 122
116
else
go to 990
end if
122 continue
do 205 j .. 1,np
a(j) • a(j).Cl+h.)
vse"O.
do 201 i-l,n
xi-xCi)
call cal(xi,af)
vse .. v:oe + (y(i) - af.xCi)) .....2
201 continue
dvp(j) .. vse - vsem
ll(j) .. ll(j)/(l+h)
vsep(j) .. vse
20' continue
dvpm" dvp(1)
ip" 1
do 206 k .. 2,np
if ( dvp(k) .It. dvpm ) then
dvpm" dvp(k)
ip .. k
end if
20' continue
ll7
do 207 j .. l,np
a(j) .. a(j).(l-h)
vse" O.
do 208 i=l,n
xi-xCi)
call cal(xi,af)
vse .. vse + (y(i) - af-x(i»u2
208 continue
dvn(j) .. vse - vsem
a(j) ,. a(j)/(t-h)
vsen(j) = vse
207 continue
dvnm .. dvn(l)
in" 1
do 209 k .. 2,np
if ( dvn(k) .It. dvnm ) then
dvnm - dvn(k)
in .. k
end if
209 continue
if ( dvpm .le, dvnm ) then
if ( dvpm ,lt, O. ) then
a(ip) .. a(ip).(l+h)
llrite(O,134) (a(i),i"l,np)
llS
-------------------------
aerr • V!lep(ip)/(n-np)
aerr'" sqrt(aerr)
write (0,141) aerr
vsem· vsepCip)
go to 122
else
go to 121
end if
else
if ( dvnm .It. O. ) then
a(in) • a(in).Ct-h)
write (0,134) (a(i),i .. t,np)
aerr .. vsen(in)!(n-np)
aerr .. sqrt(aerr)
write (0,141) aerr
vsell .. vsen(in)
go to 122
else
go to 121
end if
end if
990 stop
on'
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subroutine cal(xi,af)
implicit real-a (a-h,o-z)
double precision a,xt,af,afqt
co_on sq(2S0) ,sqf(250) ,aCtO) ,ll.fq(250) ,nlq, afqt, it, i2, i3 ,i4
quadrupobr contribution
850 afqt*O.dO
a5t do 220 j-t ,nlq
xt-xi-sqf(j) + a(14)
rn - a(i3) _ sq(j) * quad(xt.a(it),a(i2»
afq(j)-rn
afqt-afqt+rn
220 continue
af-afqt
1000 return
end
real*a function quad(dv,al,a2)
implicit real_a (a-h,o-z)
za-l.+(dv!al)--2
zb-(at!a2) **2+(al!t07 .035)**2
z-sqrt(za*zb)
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u-l.68986d-12/al/u
rb-dup(al/a2+dv/l07.035)
quad - ra-rb-xKl (z)
eod
real-8 function xKtex)
implicit real-8 (a-h,o-z)
real-8 II ,K1
if (x .le. 2) then
t - (x / 3.75)"2
11 - 0.5 + t - (0.87890594+t , (0.51498869 + t , (0.15084934
1 + t - (0.02658733 + t - (0.00301532 + t _ (0.00032411 ))))
11-U*x
t - X'x / 4.0
Kl - x. dlog(x/2.0) - It + 1.0
xKl - Kl + t • (0.15443144 + t - ( -.67278579 + t • (-.18156897
1 + t , (-.01919402 + t - ( -.00110404 + t _ (-.00004686 ))))))
elu
t - (2.0 / xj
K1 - 1.25331414 + t - ( .23498619 + t , ( -.03655620 + t -
1 ( .01504268 + t , ( -.00780353 + t - (.00325614 + t •
2 ( -.00068245 »)))))
xK1 - Kl -dsqrt(x) / dexp(x)
121
end if
return
,,'
122
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